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OHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It!I do not place the quality of Wordsworth's poetry much 
lower than Shakespeare's. That May seem a bold claim, but where 
for variety and vitality of pure poetic expression, can you 
match the wealth of Shakespeare except in Wordsworth?"l Perhaps 
some critiCS would claim that Mr. Readls statement is too bold, 
but they will all agree that Wordsworth 1s one of England's 
greatest poets, that few It any, poets have ever been so deeply 
affected by the world of nature around them, and that even fewer 
have been able to translate their feelings into such simple and 
moving verse in order that others might share their feelings. 
Cri tics will furthe.r agree that Wordsworth's inspiration and 
poetic skill were at their peak during the period when he wrote 
the five short poems known as "The Lucy Poems." At this point, 
though, their agreement ceases. There are almost as many inter-
~retatlons and explanations of these poems as there are comment-
ators. 
IHerbert Edward Read, Wordsworth (London, 1948), p. 172. 
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The purpose of this thesis will be to review these inter-
pretations, to work out a new interpretation of the poems in close 
conjunction with the Prelude, and finally, to correlate and eval-
uate the previous interpretations in the light of the inter-
pretation proposed in the thesis. 
Nearly all of the e8says written on these poems have con-
cerned themselves with one and only one question: "Who was Lucy?" 
The question is not without value in understandlng the poems, but 
it is not the most important question that must be considered; 
and an answer to it will give only a very shallow understanding 
of the poems. The important questions that must be considered 
aref What does Lucy stand t'or in Wordsworth's mind? What did 
he see and experience when he contemplated this girl, and what is 
he trying to express to his reader through her? 
The answers to such questions can be found only 1f the 
reader of the poems knows something about the state of mind and 
beliefs of the poet, and is able to sympathi~e with him. This 
does not mean that the reader w11l necessarily agree with the 
beliets of the poet, but he must be able to tee1 with him. 
Robert Frost in a recent telecast remarked, before beginning to 
read a simple poem of his on an ant: "You must allow me my 
little extravagancea. n2 He then went on in the form of a side 
2prom a telecast of a lecture by Robert ~ost to a group 
of school children, July 11, 1957, Station W!TW, Chicago. 
3 
comment to note that this is true of any poet one reads. It' the 
reader cannot allow the poet his "little extravagances," he cannot 
appreciate the poet's work. This is especially true of Words-
worth. If the reader cannot allow Wordsworth the extravagance of 
his pantheistiC view of and love of nature, the soul is taken 
out of Wordsworthts poetry. This 1s why many do not understand 
and appreCiate Wordsworth. As Mr. Read remarks, "Poetry is 
rarely approached in perfect mental freedom. We are not able to 
accept it as a simple sensuous experience because we are not 
naive enough; we tend to contine it, instead, within the narrow 
range of ou~ own intellectual sympathies. In the case of 
Wordsworth, this bas led to a complete distortion of jUdgment.") 
The distortion of judgment in regard to the JltLucy poems" has 
been to see 1n them nothing but a tew delicate, melancholy 
lyrics stimulated by the death of a girl whom Wordsworth fell in 
love with during his school days, or melancholy reflections on 
theposslble death of his beloved sister. This thesis will try 
to show that the poems have a deeper meaning for Wordsworth. 
To see this deeper meaning it is necessary first to examine 
what Wordsworth's attitude toward the world aroun~ him was 
when he wrote these poems. What did he see 1n nature? What 
~as the place of his fellowmen in his concept of nature and the 
3Read, p. 29. 
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universe? what was nature's office in regard to man? When 
these quest,j((lp.s have been answered 1 t w1ll be possible to see 
v'/here the "Lucy Poetts" f1 t into Wordsworth's philc')sophy, and 
:«hat Wordsworth was trying to convey to his readers through 
Luoy. 
One difficulty immediately arises in such an approach. 
~lordgworth. s philosophy of man and nature was constantly shifting. 
In the early part of his life, before he went to France in 1791, 
he contemplated beco!ll1ng an Anglican minister. At this time his 
beliefs were traditional. At the time of the first draft of ~ 
Prelude, Wordsworth was definitely pantheistic in his outlook. 
The 1850 edition of The Prelude, however, shows a drastic change. _ ............................ 
~ost of the pantheistic passages have been deleted or changed, 
~nd the tenor of the poem 1s definitely theistic. To correlate 
these chanelng views into one is an impossible task, and unnec-
~ssary for the work of this thesis. If research and study are 
~1mited to the 180$ version of The Prelude and to other smaller 
- --....;.,,;;;;,,;;.;;;;;;.;.. 
~oems written before 180$, a fairly consistent view can be 
found. To understand the MLucy Poems" it is necessary to consider 
the period of Wordsworthts career up to 1805, and nothing which 
"ollows, since the Mtucy Poems" were written in 1799 a.nd 1801. 
Thus the problems of correlating the "different Wordsworths," 
and explaining the reasons for the change of view lie outside 
the scope of this thesis. 
The order of procedure in this thesis will be as tollows. 
First the prevlous interpretations of these poems will be grouped 
under four headings and swamarized. This will show what work l~s 
already been done in the field, and bring to light the problems 
which must be dealt wi th. Secondly some passaf~es from and 
commentaries on the 1805 version of The Prelude will be con. 
-.;;....;.. ....................... 
sidered. This will bring to light Wordsworth's philosophy of 
ature and man as well as his state of mind at the time the 
ttLucy Poems" were wri tten, and thus make it possible to under-
stand these poems intelligently. Thirdly the ttLucy Poenu. tt 
themselves will be considered and interpreted in the light of the 
preceding chapter. Lastly, an attempt w111 be made to evaluate 
and correlate the various interpretat10ns of the poems. 
CHAPTER II 
VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF THE t'LUCY POEMS" 
A few of Wordsworth's critics have passed the "Lucy Poems" 
over 1n silence, claiming, as Andrew George does, that "to 
analyze such poems as these 1s almost a sln," and that those 
"who are able to comprehend these poems will be least disposed to 
discuss them."l Most crltics, though, have been more daring than 
Mr. George and have submitted the poems to some sort of a crit-
leal analysis. 
About forty years ago the question of the identity of Lucy 
suddenly became a burning issue to Wordsworthian critics; and 
there followed a series of polemics, primarily in !h! Times 
Literar~ Supplement, presenting a number of conflicting solutions 
to the problem. The discovery of the love affair with Annette 
Vall on added new fuel to the fire, and new solutions were worked 
~ut in the light of this event. Finally, Freud was called in 
lAndrew J. George, 8d., The Complete Poetical Works of 
.1lliam Wordsworth (Boston, l~),' p. 8jl. --
6 
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to analyze Wordsworth's relations with his sister, Dorothy; 
and anotber interpretation was worked out identifying Lucy wi. th 
her. 
The numerous interpretatlons of the poems oan be grouped 
under four general heads. The first is the "literal interpreta-
tion." which sees Lucy as some mounta1n girl whom Wordsworth 
loved in his youth, and who -met with an early death. The second 
group comprises the interpretations identIfying Lucy with Words-
worth's sister Dorothy. The thlrd group would interpret r~uoy 
as Wordsworth's expression of the ideal Enelish maiden. Lastly, 
Lucy is interpreted as an expression of Wordsworth's Nature 
~plrlt. 
De Quinoey seems to have been the first to offer an inter-
~retati?n of these poems, and his was the literal interpretation. 
The poems, be olaimed, show that Wordsworth had been "disappointed 
at some earlier period, by the death of her he loved, or by some 
~ther fatal event."2 
Catherine Punch in her book on Wordsworth notes tlmt he 
often used .eietitious names for friends and relations included in 
his poetry. "Wordsworth constantly introduces members of his 
family and friends into his poems, but very frequently either 
2Thomas De ~uincey, Recollections of the Lake Poets, ad. E 
Sackvllle-west, quoted by Fredrlci w. Bateson,-wordsworth, ! 
~e-Intcrpretation (London, 1954), p. 152. 
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without naming them, just putting as a title '10 ___ ,' or giving 
them fictitious names; thus Emmeline or Emma in his poems stands 
for his sister Dorothy, or Lora, Laura for his daughter Dora, 
Edward for his son Johnnie, and so on.") Thi., Mis8 Punch sur-
mises, is what he has done in the case or Lucy who was "obviously" 
an early love or his. "She was a lovely girl or the Lake 
District whom Wordsworth loved passionately.-4 
Emile Legouls develops this first intel'pretation at greater 
length. He interprets the poems in the light of the separation 
from Annette V.llon and the consequences it had on Wordsworth's 
love for her. Wordsworth parted rrom Annette 1n 1792 and the 
~o.ms were written in 1799 and 1801. Thus they were written 
~ev.n years after Wordsworth left Annette, but before he and 
lnne.~.e had agreed on a permanent separation in 1802. This 
period of Wordsworth's life was a time of great mental and 
~oral anguish. Be still wanted to marry Annette, Legouis notes, 
)ut long separation from her.' .. had. cooled his love, and his desire 
~o marry her was based mainly on a sense of duty. He had been 
isappointed and disillusioned by the French Revolution; and in 
~rmany he had found a cold and unfriendly country. As a result 
)Oatherine Punch, Wordsworth I 
. .as. Works (London, n.d.), p. 72. 
4Ibid., p. 70. 
An Introduction to His I1te 
....... --- ---- ............... 
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all foreign countries had become repugnant to him. He longed 
for England again, and the only solace and consolation he found 
was in memories of his homeland and his first love. "It is 
indeed at this date--1799--that Wordsworth's mind reverts to the 
early time of his life and to his native hills, in order to draw 
new faith and strength from them. One can fancy Lucy loved by 
the Hawkshead pupil about the end of his school time, or by the 
Cambridge student during one of his vacations. What we have to 
consider here is that Wordsworth conveys to her, into the grave 
~here sbe has long been buried, the assurance that it is she whom 
~e was right in loving, she whose love had sunk deepest into his 
~eart ... S In the poem ttI travelled among unknown men" Wordsworth 
~turn8 to Lucy, and though theae verses are not directed against 
~nette, still by ignoring her Wordsworth rejects her and returns 
~o his first and true love. Annette "is a foreigner and a towns-
~oman. If ever the poet now did marry her it would be out of 
~ratitude or from a sense of duty, but with the inward certainty 
pi baving wrecked his llfe."6 Thus Lucy has,.olaims on 
~ordsworth's love which Annette has not. She is a beautiful 
nountain girl moulded by nature, and she is English. 
SEmile Legouis, William Wordsworth and Annette Val10n 
'London, 1922), p. 72. ---
6Ibld., p. 64. 
-
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Professor Harper in his well known biography of Wordsworth 
did not commit himself on the question of the identity of Lucy; 
rather, he tried to present disinterestedly the various views of 
the critics and let the reader judge for himself. In a later 
article. though, he suscribes to this first opinion. "I am 
convinced that they record, and in the delicate distillation of 
~emory, a real experience of youthful love and bewildering 
grief," he says, speaking ot the "Lucy Poems." "The maiden whom 
he loved was a child. He loved her with the ennobling passion of 
a high-minded boy."7 Professor Harper tries further to identity 
Lucy by limiting Wordsworth's period of association with her to 
the summer ot 1788. Wordsworth spent that summer at Hawkshead 
and frequently visited relatives at Penrith. Between these two 
places is Dovedale and the Springs ot Dove. Here, Professor Harper 
~e1ieves, Luoy lived and died; and here in the summer of 1788, 
~ordsworth met her. 
J. Rende1 Harris olaims that Harper's position is entirely 
untenable, beoause the residence of Wordsworth's relatives was 
~ue east of Hawkshead, whereas Wordsworth clearly states that he 
approached Lucy's cottage f'rom. the east, not the west.8 
Harris' evidence for this is the poem "strange fits of passion 
7George M. Harper, "Wordsworth's Lucy," ~ (Nov. 11, 
1926), 797. 
8James Rendel Harris, After-~ Essays No. 8 (London, 
rr935), p. 12. 
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bave I known" where Wordsworth described how he kept his eye on 
the moon as he approached her oottage, and how the moon dropped 
~ehind the cottage just as he reached it. 
Harris then goes on to give what he considers to be the 
correot location and time of Wordsworthts association with Lucy. 
lWhen Wordsworth was at Cambridge he vacationed with Robert Jones 
in the Vale of Cewyd. Not far from this valley is a large moun-
tain called Aron Mawddwy, near the summit of whioh rises the river 
Dovey. Numerous springs gush out of the side of the mountain and 
flow down into the river Dovey. The mountain is by far the larg-
est in the area, and, Mr. Harris surmises, anyone vacationing in 
the area would oertainly visit it. If one approaches the;mountain 
from the direotion.Wordsworth should have if he were coming from 
the Vale of Oewyd, a beautiful valley appears as soon as one 
reaches the summit. At the bottom of the valley is an old 
abandoned farm. This, Harr:t.s claims, is where Lucy lived, and 
where Wordsworth met her on one of his vacation excursions to the 
ID-0untain. A number of striking details of the area tear out his 
proposition very well. The farm. house is a small cottage, and 
~eyond the oottage is a small orchard. The farm is called Ty-
~ant which means "the house by the strea~ Around the property 
~re many seldom used paths. If one came upon the place accldent-
~y he would almost certainly approach by one of these "untrodden 
",ays." The surrounding valley is resplendent with the beauties ot 
12 
natur •• and the murmuring of the little springs oan be heard 
constantly. In the woods around the cottage are many large, 
moss-covered stones, and wild violets are a eommonplace.9 All of 
these details can be found in the "LUCy Poemen either as descrip-
tive details of Luoy's home or as similes describing Lucy_ 
Mr. Harris was unable to identify the family living on the 
property in Wordsworth's day. Further, he could find no plausible 
entry in the parish death register which could be identified as 
pertaining to Lucy. However, this he clalms 1s no problem since 
the register records only those buried there in the church yard, 
whi.le Lucy must have been buried in the hills near her home, 
since Wordsworth describes her as being "Rolled round in earth's 
diurnal co"rse, / With rocks, and stones, and trees. fllO 
One, and only one critiC, Mary E. Burton, would identify 
Wordsworth's Lucy as Mary HUtchinson. ll The evidence for this 
opinion is very slight, and most critios are unable to see any 
plausibility 1n 1t. 
The second group of critics would identify Lucy w1 th vlords-
worth's sister Dorothy. Three facts contribute toward the support 
of this theory: (1) a letter ot Coler1dge's, (2) Wordsworth's 
9Ib1d., p. 14. 
lOIb1d. 
IlMary E. Burton, The One Wordsworth (New York, 1942), 
pp. 117-18. - -
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habit of concealing relatIves and friends under pseudonyms, and 
(3) a comment of Dorothy's to Coleridge. 
Coleridge in a letter to T. poole comments on the poem itA 
$lumber did my spirit seal," noting: "Some Illonths ago ~'wrdsworth 
transmitted to me a most sublime epitaph. Whether it had any 
reality I cannot say. Most probably, in some gloamier moment 
he fancied the moment in which his sister might die.,,12 On the 
strength of this letter DeSellncourt would identify Lucy in the 
other poems as Dorothy. Speaking of "She dwelt among the untrod-
~en ways" he says: ttlr Coleridge is right in saying that fA 
Slumber did my spirit seal' was written to suggest what Words-
worth would have felt on the death of his sister, this poem had 
probably a similar source. And the fact that it was written at 
Goslar, when he was in her company, supports the conclusion."l) 
The second supporting fact for this interpretation is pro-
posed in the latest definitive biography of Wordsworth by Mary 
Moorman who would identify Luoy and Dorothy on the grounds that 
Wordsworth used this name for Dorothy in other poems, notably 
"The GlOW-Worm, n and nNutting."l1~· 
The third support for this opinion is found in a latter of 
l2coler1dge to ~. Poole, Aprll 6, 1199, quoted in The 
Poetical Wor¥s of William Wordsworth, eds. E. De Selincourt 
and He!en Da~Slsnire {Oxlord, 1954', II, 412. 
13Ibld. 
-~~ary Moorman, William Wordsworth (Oxford, 1957), p. 423. 
Dorothy's to Coleridge. When she sent him the poem ftstrange fita 
of Passion" she added the oomment that it was a special favorite 
of hers. This, Viss Moorman contends, could only be because the 
poem is about her.1S 
Probably the most complete development or the "Dorothy 
interpretation" is by Fredriok Bateson in his Wordsworth, A 
-
~-Interpretation. He begins his treatment of the problem by 
• 
saying that Lucy has various origins. The literary origin of 
Lucy is Robert Anderson's song, "Luoy Gray of Allendale." 
However, there are non-literary aspects of the problem also. If 
she is a folk-song herolne, Bateson says, she Is also a nature 
spirIt and a real woman beloved by Wordsworth. The problem is to 
find out who the real woman is. Bateson identities her as 
Dorothy. His strongest evldence derives from two other poems 
written about the same time, in which Lucy, or the Beloved Friend, 
is definitely Dorothy. The first of these poems is "Among all 
lovely things my Love had been," The second is the following 
recently discovered fragment of "Nutting": 
Ah 1 What crash was that I with gentle hand 
Touch these fair hazels--My beloved Friendt 
Though 'tis a sight invisible to thee 
From such rude intercourse the woods all shrink 
As at the blowing of Astolphots horn. 
Thou, Lucy, are a maiden • inland bred' 
And thou hast known 'some nurture t ; but in truth 
l5Ibid. 
-
If I had met thee he~ with that keen look 
Half cruel in its eagerness, those cheeks 
Thus flushed with a tempestuous bloom, 
I might have almost deemtd that I had pass'd 
A houseless being in a human shape, 
An enemy of nature, hither sent 6 
From regions far beyond the Indian hllls.1 
This fragment, Bateson maintains, clinches the case for 
Dorothy, since it is obvious from the rest of the poem that the 
Beloved Friend is Dorothy. FUrthermore the poem indicates a 
confusion in Wordsworthts mind between himself and Dorothy. 
In the other parts of this poem Wordsworth himself ravishes the 
hazel nuts and his ferOCity is contrasted with the gentle ways 
of Dorothy. In this passage the opposite is true. Thus William 
and Dorothy are indistinguishable; in writing about one he is 
writing about the other. 
If LUCY is Dorothy, a problem immediately arises. How can 
Lucy's early death be explained? To solve this problem Bateson 
calls upon Freud. In 1798, Bateson claims, Wordsworth found 
himself faced with a crisis. He was falling in love with Dorothy. 
Be had faced crises before, for example, when he found that he 
was not in love with Mary of EsthwaiteWater, and again when he 
realized that he had utterly failed Annette. This crisis was 
different, though; it was more horrible, because it implied the 
unthinkable crime of incest. Mary was "dead" to Wordsworth; 
16The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth, eds, E. De 
Selincourt and Heten Darbisnire (oxford, !9>4), II, 504-06. 
Henceforth this edition will be designated simply as Works. 
16 
Annette had been driven from his consciousness. Now, Dorothy 
must die too, at least in her prototype Lucy. Furthermore 
any portrait Wordsworth paints ot her MUst be BexleBs to cover up 
any suspIcIon of the ftunthinkable crime" to which he was belng 
17 tempted. Tharorore, Bateson concludes: "It Is possible that 
the dangerous relationshIp with Dorothl was now solved sub-
consciously, by killing her symbolically. Lucy who had been 
loved 80 dearly, was dead. The guilt possibilities were evaded 
by the remov~ subconsciously, ot the guilty object. Lucy's 
s.xlessness also becomes intelligible once the Identlty wlth 
Dorothy Is recognised. The emotional intimacies must not have a 
physical basis, even subconsciously. And so we get a ravaried 
etherial belng. alB 
The obvious problems whlch ari.8 when one tries to Identity 
Luoy as Dorothy, or any Single, definite girl, may be solved by 
denying that ahc Is a deflnite gIrl. Perhaps.he 1. me1"ely an 
1deal po:rt:ra1t of English maidenhood. The indiVidual poems them-
.elves may have b~en fn8Elred by various wQmen, but that does not 
mean that Luoy can be identIfied with anyone of them. Such i8 
the oonclusion of Erio Rob&1"taoDl "It 1s possibl., then that 
Lucy is a mere figment ot lmagination, or was aome sllr)lt crumb 
17Bate.on, p. 1$2. 
18I bld. 
17 
of human character highly poetised. It is understood that the 
wordsworth family • • • possesses no record or hint about an 
original for Lucy, and sees no reason to suppose that any serious 
affair gave rise to these poems of highly spiritualised passion."l9 
Connecting the same idea with Wordsworth's stay in Germany, James 
C. Smith conjectures: "I conclude, though without much convic-
tion, that Luoy is an ideal figure, an ideal of English Maiden-
hood, born of the poet's longing for England during that 'Melan-
choly dreamt of exile in Germany, and touched with memories of 
Mary lIutchinson. n20 
The last of the four groups of interpretations, offered 
primar1ly by Dr. H: .. W. Garrod, comes closest to giving a real 
understanding of the poems. He explains the poems in the lir~t of 
Wordsworth's Nature-Spirit. Some young girl, or girls, did 
inspire these poems; perhaps Dorothy was the occasion of some of 
them. However, Luoy is really an embodiment of ideal maide~ood 
and an expression of Wordsworth's Nature-Spirit. 
Garrod conjectures that Dorothy must have been the inspira-
tion for "strange fits of passion," and that Wordsworth actually 
told Coleridge this. However, note that Garrod says that Dorothy 
is the occasion of this poem, not that Lucy can positively be 
19Eric Robertson, Wordsworthshire (London, 1911), p. 152. 
20James C. Smith, /}. Study .2f Wordsworth (London, 1911), 
p. 29. 
18 
identified as Dorothy. In fact, Garrod says, she cannot be 
Dorothy, because the poem is a lover's poem. It is a lyrical 
ballad, not a domestic lyric, but rather a dranmtic lyric. In 
"She dwelt among untrod den ways," Garrod identifies Dove as the 
Dove in the Derbyshire Hills a few miles south of Buxton. Again 
Dorothy is identified as the occasion of the poem. t'novedale 
and the Dove belong to Dorothy; and 1n reading the 'Song' we 
ought to bear in mind the vivid romantic impressions left on 
Wordsworth's mind by this tour with his sister through Derby-
shire. ft21 
Garrod devotes most of his commentary to the poem "Three 
years she grew in sun and shower." This poem presents a difficul-
ty for him, but not the difficulty which confronts most people. 
The "three years" 1s no problem. A child 1'irst becomes interest-
lnt and attentive at the age of three, Garrod claims. Hence It 
~s the logical time .for Na.ture to take Lucy to hersel.f and begin 
per eduoation and development. The real problem lies in the last 
stan_a. What was the meaning of Nature's work? Did she scheme 
to mould and then take Lucy away? or, did she do her wo~ ~ 
~ Lucy died? Throughout the first six sta.nzas Wordsworth has 
~ustained a high degree of Inspiration and art. Then, what appears 
~o be a confused tumble follows in the last stanza. The solution 
les in Wordsworth's view of Nature: nThe truth is, as I believe 
211Ieathcote W. Garrod, The Profession of Poetrz (oxford, 
929), p. 81. --- --
19 
that between Lucy's perfection in Nature and her death there 
is, for Wordsworth, really no tragic antithesis at all. Lucy 
belongs to a world where the distinction between frocks and stones 
and trees' and our breathing human flesh, between 'mute insensate 
things' and the heart which bas received into itself 'the silence 
and the ca.lm' of them, has no place. Dying she is gathered up 
into her own world.p22 
These poems are often not understood, Garrod claims, because 
critics are afraid to take Wordsworth at his word. In all the 
poetry written during the great period of Wordsworth's life, 
everything lives; and the persons he portrays throb w,ith the 
same life as the rocks and trees, so much so that they can seldom 
be distinr,uished from Nature. They. the real wordsworthian 
people, are not the characters of the Borderers. nThe rea.l 
people of Wordsworth are those at whom he looks so steadily that 
they can never fade into action. are never dramatizable. His 
real people a.re such beings as Lucy, as Huth, as Lucy Gray: an 
order or beings who seem to have lapsed out of nature--the nature 
of woods and hills--into human eonnexions hardly strong enough 
to hold them. Perpetually they threaten to fall back into a kind 
of spir1ts."23 Such 1s Lucy; like Ruth she seems to emerge from 
22Ibid., p. 83. 
-
23Ibid., p. 85. 
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Nature and then quietly slip back into Nature. "To be 'Nature's 
Child' is to be made one with Nature; and between Lucy 1 s dying 
and her living in Nature there is~ in truth~ no difference save 
the dIfference which another at the Lucy poems expresses, the 
differenoe to a human creature not yet tame, not yet subdued to 
ilature's purposes: 'But she 1s in her grave, and 0 the dlfferenoe 
to me.,"24 
If someone wished to take the Lucy 1n "Three years she 
grew," as Dorothy, Garrod would offer no objeotion, but would 
oaution the reader that he must understand Dorothy as Wordsworth 
understood hor. He had toward her an ordinary human teeling, but 
one which had a toucll of spiritual passion added, a passion that 
is beyond mere brotherliness. When Wordsworth olearly speaks of 
her in some of his other poems, he does not afton separate her 
from the appearances of nature. She seems to be some faun or 
nymph, who is nover quite tied to a settled humanity. This 
inability to separate people from their surrouadings, or from 
Nature, 1s a characteristic of Wordsworth. Therefore, Garrod 
warns, the reader must keep it in mind if he is to understand 
Wordsworth's poetry. 
The other critics, biographers~ and commentators of Words-
worth who treat these five poems can be classified under one of 
the four heads listed above. All of the commentators who have 
24Ibid., p. 86. 
-
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offered a signifioant oontribution to the understanding or the 
poems or a radioally di:fferent approaoh to them have been 
rnentioned. 
A review of these four interpreta.tions will show that there 
are basica.lly four questions ·that can be asked about these poeM.S. 
'Nho was Lucy? \Vhat was Lucy? What was Wordsworth trying to ex-
press through her? What i-s the relationship of these poems to his 
oth€Jr poetry? The qUt'lst.ion, or questions, which the reader pro-
poses to himself will determine his approach to the poems, and will 
hence determine the type of interpretation he will give. The 
first question is shallow b~cause it does not consider Words-
worth's other poetry. The answ~r to this question will give the 
reader €Ii the I' the first or the second of the interpretations 
considered abovtl, nanely, that Lucy is a definite p;irl whom 
Wordsworth loved or that she 113 his sister Dorothy. The answer 
to the second question, if that 1.s as far as the .investigation 
goes, will probably be that Lucy is an ideal English Maiden. 
Again, this is an interpretation which considers just the poems 
themselves isolated from Wordsworth's philosophy and his other 
poetry. If this second question is asked in conjunction with the 
third and fourth questions, an answer similar to Dr. Garrod's 
ill result. The purpose of this thesis is to ask and answer 
these last three questions as a unit. '1.'0 do this it 1s necessary, 
first to look to rhe Prelude to obtain an understanding of 
ordsworth's ph1losophy of Nature and Man. Yfben th1s background 
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has been established, it will be possible to answer these three 
important questions intelligently. The further problem of 
correlating the above interpretations into a unit can be taken up 
after the poems themselves have been studied and understood. 
CHAPTER III 
NATURE AND MAN 
It is possible to understand and appreciate the poetry of 
some men without knowing the men themselves, without studying 
their doctrlnes and beliefs, their moods and personal feelings. 
To a large extent this is true of Shakespeare, but it is not true 
of Wordsworth. A Shakespeare'an tragedy, for example, is an ob .... 
jective presentation of a tragic story, whereas a poem like 
"Tintern Abbey" is largely a presentation of Wordsworth's own 
~ersonal emotions and the reflections induced by the experience 
described. To understand such poetry and appreciate it fully 
the reader should know something about the man Wordsworth. In 
~ordsworthts ease it is an easy task, because he has left bis re~ 
~rs a key to bis poetry in The Prelude, or The Growth of a Poet's 
........... .......... ---- - ................... 
~Jnd. 
The Prelude deseribes the development of the poet Words-
c.., ~.P let ('() 'I 
"orth from his childhood days, up to the time of its PllBJ:§"tion 
tn 180$. The prime raw material for the production of the poet 
was his natural temperament. He was ,extremely sensitive, im-
pressionable, and imaginative. This temperament was developed 
and influenced by the surroundings of his childhood. The places 
where be lived were blessed with beautiful seenery; and he was 
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allowed a large measure of freedom, which enabled him to spend 
much time out of doors enjoying nature and gathering the im-
pressions whioh would make him the great poet of nature. 
Fair seed-time had my soul, and I grew up 
Fosterfd alike by beauty and by tear; 
Much favourtd in my birthplace, and no less 
In that beloved Vale to which, erelong, 
I was transplanted.l 
~ven as a child he spent hours roaming through that beloved Vale, 
drinking in its beauty, 
Yes, I remember, when the changeful earth, 
And twice rive seasons on my mind had stamptd 
The faces at the moving year, even then, 
A child, I held unconscious intercourse 
With the eternal Beauty, drinking in 
A pure organiC pleasure from the lines 
Of curling mist, or from the level plain 
Of waters colour'd by the steady elouds.2 
The child grew up, went to Cambridge, and from there fled 
to France. In France he was stirred to a new love and apprecia-
tion ot man and the capacities of man. There he met and fell in 
!love with Annette Vallon. This hour of bliss and hope was only 
~ prelude, though, to dark years which lay ahead, The horrors of 
~he French Revolution left Wordsworth disillusioned; his forced 
geparation from Annette filled him with remorse and eventually 
cooled his love for her. He sought refuge 1n intellectual pur-
~uits and turned to the philosophy of Godwin. There he found a 
IThe Prelude, or Growth of a Poet's Mind, 1805 Edition, 
~d. Ernest neSelincouvt (London,-19)2), I~5-309. Henceforth 
~his edition will be referred to simply as Prelude. 
2 Ibid., I.586-93. 
-
barren desert. The turn of the century found Wordsworth at 
Goslar In Germany, lonely, disgusted, and lon~ing for England, 
but strangely enough, writing some of the greatest poetry of his 
life. This period of feverish inspiration was the result of all 
that had gone before, from his boyhood rompings to his longing 
to return to England. In reviewing his life he was able to build 
up a philosophy of Nature and man and express this in poetry: 
Wordworthls conception of nature and its ministry 
to human spirit arises from boyhood experience. What 
is deepest and most vital in it as in his poetry 
was derived, not from books or from Coleridge, 
but from the fields, the waters, and the mountains 
about Hawkshead. Here, at least, the child was 
father of the man. This early experience took 
on added significanoe. in the light of later exper-
ienoe: the eager days and troubled nights of the 
French Revolution, the months of torment and despair 
that followed upon its later phases as well as upon 
the attempt to find in pure intellect a guide to 
life. The darkness of the years in "the weary 
labyrinth" made the sunshine of Hawkshead seem 
brighter, and the co~laoent, narrow speciousness 
of rationalism threw into relief the spontaneous 
wisdom of a I1fe close to natu~e. Likewise, the 
lonely months at Goslar with their separation from 
moors, mountains, and hollow vales contrasted with 
the joyous dals of wandering 1n the open at Alfoxden 
and Raoedown.3 
That period of loneliness and solitude gave birth to ~ Prelude 
and Wordswo~th's philosophy of Nature and man which permeates 
l:!!!. Prelude. 
If there is one belief, one train of thought that runs 
JRaymond Dexter IIavens, The Mind of a Poet (Baltlmore, 
1941), p. 88-9. - - - --
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through the whole of !h!. Prelude it is the idea that nature is 
something more than just Inert matter. For Wordsworth nature 
lives. The flowers breath, rocks speak admonitions to him, and 
bubbling springs bid him to rejoice. 
The rocks that muttered close upon our ears, 
Black drizzling crags that spake by the wayside 
As if a voice were in them, the sick sight and 
Giddy prospeet of the raving stream, 
The unfettered clouds and region of the heavens, 
Tumult and peace, darkness and the light--
Were all l1ke workings of one mind, the features 
Of the same face, blossoms upon one tree 
Characters of the great Apocalypse, 
The types and symbols of Eternity, 
Of first, and last, and midst, and without end.4 
Each natural object he came in contact with was just one part of 
the great universe which was animated by one spirit. Speaking 
in The Excursion of this spirit he says: 
-
Spirit that knows no insulated spot, 
No chasm, no solitude; from link to link 
It circulated, the Soul of all the worlds.5 
To many poets the idea of a life in nature, a soul permeating 
the whole universe, is merely a rhetorical device. With words-
worth this is not so. "To him every natural object seemed to 
possess more or less of a moral or spiritual 11fe, to be capable 
of a companionshlp with man, full of expression, of inexplicable 
lafflnities and delicacies of intercourse. An emanation, a par-
ticular spirit, belonged, not to the moving leaves or water only, 
4works, II, 212. 
5F~cursion, 1X.1)-15 (Works, V, 287). 
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but to the dlstant peak ot' the hills arislne suddenly, by some 
change of perspective, above the nearer horizon, to the passing 
space of light across the plain, to the Lichened Druidic stone 
even, for a certain weird fellowship in it with the moods of 
man. "6 
There seems to be a certain cont'usion in Wordsworth's own 
mind, however, about the nature of' this animation. Does each 
object ot' nature possess its own soul? Sometimes he speaks as 
though this were the case, as 1n the following apostrophe in ~ 
Prelude: 
Ye presences of Nature, in the sky 
And on the earthl Yo visions of the hillsl 
and Souls of lonely places 17 
Yet this is not the only possible interpretation. Would 
Wordswor-th say that there are not several souls, but one soul 
animating the whole universe? And, if so, is this soul God? In 
other words, is Wordsworth's view of nature a type of pantheism? 
The correct answer, at least as far as Wordsworth' beliefs in 
1805 are ooncerned, seems to be that there is one soul animating 
the universe, and that his doctrine is pah~heistic. This con-
elusion is based on It number of passages from The Prelude, ot' 
- ----.............. 
which the following are typical examples: 
6Walter Pater, 4Ppreciatlons (London, 1920), p. 35 
7Prelude. I. 490. 
A soul divine whiohawe participate, 
A deathless spirit. 
To every natural form, rock, fruit, or flower, 
Even the loose stones that cover the high .... way, 
I gave a moral life, I saw them feel, 
Or link'd them to same feeling: the great mass 
Lay bedded 1n a quickening soul, and all 
That I beheld respired with inward mean1ng. 
Thus much for the one Presence, and the Life 
Of the great whole.9 
To God and Nature's single sovereignty,lO 
but, Great God 1 
\Vho send'st thyself into this breathing world 
Through Nature and through every kInd of 1ife,ll 
And God and Man divided, as they ought, 
Between them the gx'eat system of the world 
Where Man is shepherd, and which God animates.12 
26 
The following quotation, found in a manuscript but not included 
in ~ Prelude, is an even clearer expression of this pantheism: 
--In which all beings live with god, themselves 
Are god, existing in the mighty while, 
As indistinguishablo as the clOUdless East 
At noon is from the cloudless West, ~ben all 
The hemisphere 1s one cerulean blue. 13 
Still a definitive answer cannot be given. Certainly, in 
the passages noted above, Wordsworth expresses an immanent 
8~., v.16 .. 17. 
9Ib1d., I1I.124-31. 
lOIb1d., IX.237. 
-
llIbid., X.J86-89. 
-
12Ibid., XIII.266-69. 
-
l)Kelvin M. Rader, Presiding Ideas ~ Wordsworth's Poetrl 
(Seattle, 1931), p. 141. 
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pantheism. Yet, as will be seen in what rollows, he is not con-
sistent in the conclusions he draws rrom his philosophy. He 
seems to claim that the universe in one being animated by one 
soul, yet there are individuals in the world. Nature is an 
individual. Man has a certain amount of individuality and 
independence. He speaks of Nature ministering to man, and of man 
responding to Nature's guidance. It is the old problem or the 
one and the many, but Wordsworth made no attempt to solve it. 
It must be remembered, though, that Wordsworth was not trying to 
develop a systematic philosophy. He was recording his own ex-
periences and his reflections upon those experiences. The result 
is a vague philosophy of Nature and man which contains inconsis-
tencies that will come to lIght under a close logical examination, 
and which he himself modified in later years. Thus, death plays 
an important part in all of Wordsworth's poetry, yet at the time 
the "Lucy Poems" were written he certainly had no definite death 
philosophy. The most definite thing that might be said is that 
death seems to be for Wordsworth a return to Nature and a loss 
of individual identity. Yet, as will become evident in Chapter 
IV this is not a consistent view either. Nature seems to be 
Ian individual }Jerson, Lucy seems to be an,individual, and her 
~eath is a return to life with her Mother, Nature. Certainly 
~t this period in his llfe, Wordaworth's philosophy of death 
~as very incomplete. 
Wordsworth saw that the life of Nature possesses certain 
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striking characteristics, the foremost of which is Joy. Many 
of his short poems speak of the manifestations of this joy in a 
field of daisies, a sparkling brook, or a human smile. It was 
this joy he learned to share, and Nature was his teacher. 
o Soul of Nature \ excellent and fair t 
That didst rejoice with me, with whom, I too 
Rejoiced through early youth, before the winds 
And roarinc waters, and in lights and shades 
That. marched and counte~arched about the hills 
In glorious apparition.L4 
Another of these characteristics is love. The whole uni-
verse is bound together by a spirit of love which governa the 
relations ot' things with things, of things with men, and of men 
with men. By love Wordsworth does not mean merely human love 
between man and woman, but a deeper, more spiritual love inspired 
by contemplation of the mysteries and beauties of Nature. 
By love, for here 
Do we begin and end, all grandeur comes, 
All truth and beauty, from pervading love, 
That gone, w. are as dust. Sehold the fields 
In balmy spring-time, full of rising flowers 
And happy creatures; see that Pair, the Lamb 
And the Lamb's mother, and the1r tender ways 
Shall touch thee to the heart; in some green bower 
Rest, and be not alone, but have thou there 
The one who is thy choice of all the world, 
There linger, lull'd and lost, and rapt away, 
Be happy to thy fill; thou call'at this love 
And so it is, but there is higher love 
Than this, a love that comes into the heart 
With awe and a diffusive sentiment; 
Thy love is human merely; this proceeds 
14prelude.XIIt.93-101. 
More from the brooding Soul, and is divine.1S 
Besides these characteristics and others, which have no 
~articular bearing on tlus thesis, Nature has certain functions. 
r,rhe principal among these are her functions in regard to m.an. In 
~ very real sense Wordsworth's Nature can be called "Mother 
Nature." She fashions man's body, sbe moulds bis soul, sbe 1s 
a moral teacher and guIde to man, sbe reveals her truths to his 
intellect, and she comforts him when be is in distress. 
Nature through all conditions hath a power 
To consecrate, 1f we have eyes to see, 
The outside of her creatures, and to breathe 
Grandeur upon the very humblest face Or human lire. lo 
Muoh more important, though, 1s her influence upon man's 
mind, his intellectual life, and his emotions. The human mind 
is animated by the same eternal oreative spirit whicb animates 
the whole universe, but the mind of man has a power greater than 
that which the other things in the world have. It is able to 
enjoy and understand the objects of Nature around it. It is able 
to penetrate through the surfaoe of these objects, and oome to 
~ knowledge or the Spirit or Soul which animates the universe. 
It can take all the diverse and discordant elements in the world 
and unite them into It harmonious whole. The human mind, however, 
lSIbid. t XIII.143-6S. 
-
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does not work by 1tself. It is helped and ~uided by "Mother 
Nature." When Wordsworth was a child. he tells his reader that 
"the earth and common fact ot Nature· l1 spake to him and taught 
him. As time went on Nature continued to instruct him and 
develop his personality. 
The mind of Man is fram1 d even like the breath 
And harmony of music. 'J.lhere is a dark 
Invisible workmanship which reconciles 
Discordant elements, and makes them move 
In one society. Ah Met that all 
The terrors, all the early misEH'ies, 
Regrets, vexations, lassitudes, that all 
The thoughts and 1'eellncs whioh have been infusfd 
Into my mind, should ever have made up 
The calm existence that is mine when I 
Am worthy 01' myself 1 Praise to the endl 
Thanks likewise for the meansl But I believe 
A favor'd Being, from his earliest dawn 
Of infancy doth open up the clouds, 
As at the touch of lir~tning, seeking him 
With the gentlest Visitation; not the less, 
Though haply aiming at the selt-same end, 
Does it delight her sometimes. to employ 
Severer interventions, ministry 
More palpable, and so she dealt with me.18 
Through the external objects around man Nature works on the 
~otions of man, giving him the moods and feelings whioh help 
~o gu1de his life. 
From Nature doth emotion come, and moods 
ot calmness equally are nature's gift, 
This ls her glory; these two attributes 
Are sister horns that constitute her strength 
This two-fold influence is the sun and shower 
Of all her bounties, both in origin 
l1Ibld., I.61$. 
-
18Ibld., 1 • .351-71. 
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And end alIke benignant.19 
More than this, Nature reveals truths to the intellect of man, 
giving him insights into life and the meaning of life. Starting 
from the objects around him, she works through his eMotions and 
feelings to his intellect. "The feelings of delight attach them-
selves to those objects through which the Spirit desires to lead 
a man to the truth. If a man wlll be wisely passive in the pre-
sence of nature he will find his feelings purified and enlarged, 
and he will receive knowledge fitted to llis need. Moreover, in 
this process he may have rare moments in which he is lifted 
above his usual existence into a communion with the Spirit, in 
which he perceives the true life of the universe."20 
One of the prime emotions throueh which Nature llOrks accord-
ing to Wordswort}l, is the moral emotion. Hence Nat'Clre is a moral 
teacher and guide to man. The Spirit of the universe is a moral 
spirit which guides and reprimands man when he needs it. One 
striking example of this is the well known incident which occurred 
hen Wordsworth was a small boy. He untied a small rowboat, which 
id not belong to him, from its mooring and set out for a little 
xcursion on the lake. He was enjoying his stealthful ride 
mmensely until suddenly a steep rock arose on the horizon. At 
irat it added to the beauty of the scene, but, as he approached, 
19Ibid., XII.1-1 
-
Nature and Its Ethical --~----- --- -------
it took on a different aspect: 
that craggy steep, till then 
The bound of the horizon, a huge Cllff 
As if with voluntary power instinct, 
Upreared its head. I struck, and struck again, 
And, growing still in stature, the huge Cliff 
Rose up between me and the stars, and still, 
Vii til measur t d motion, like a living thing, 
Strode after me.2l 
Trembling with fear the poet rowed back to the shore, tied up the 
boat, and went home filled with the sha.rp sting of remorse. 
Nature had caught him 1n the act of theft and had reprimanded him 
for it. 
Naturets ethical teachings likewise extended to Wordsworth's 
dealings with his fellowmen. From a study of Nnture and man, 
he was taught as he grew to maturity, how to live and deal with 
man: 
first I lookfd 
At Man through objects that were great or fair, 
First commun'd w1th him b,- their help. And thus 
Was founded a sure safeguard and defence 
Against tho weight of meanness, selfish cares, 
Coarse manners, VUlgar passions, that 'beat in, 
on all sides from the ordinary world 
In which we traffic.22 
This brings up the question of man's place in Wordsworth's 
view of Nature. From his earliest days, for he was given to 
a constant study of Kature, he loved the objects of Nature around 
him--the t~.es, rocks, flowers, and fields of the beautiful lake 
21Prelude.I.~OS-12. 
22Ibid., VIII.449-$6. 
-
di8~1,ot. Nature used these objects to arouse his emotions, to 
guide him, instruct, and mould his personality. But what about 
his felloy;men? It is asstuned that Nature was forming and guid-
ing them as she was him, but from Wordsworth's own standpoint--
did they affect him. as the objects of Nature d1d? Or, did they 
have no place 1n his scheme of things? The answer is that they 
affected him even more profoundly. Nature was his object of 
worship first, but as time went on his love of Nature led him to 
an even profounder love of his fellowmen. "Nature was preparing 
1n him the natural love of mankind which came to him in his 
twenty-second year. Often during childhood he had been surprised 
by the sudden appearance of a shepherd emerging from the mountain 
mist, who had appeared 'In size like a giant stalking throur~ the 
sky.t At other times he had seen him at a distance, his form 
tglorified by the deep radiance of the setting sun.' Thus man 
too took on something of the grandeur of his setting, and un-
consciously he was led to love and reverence for human nature. n23 
The affa1.r with Annette and the hope in man whioh the Frenoh 
Revolution bred, fostered nnd deepened his love for man. The 
foreed .separatlon from Annette after he left Prance fu.rther deep-
ened it. Beoause he felt the sting of remorse that followed 
his abandonment of the woman he loved and was able to feel with 
23taoey, Wordsworthts View of Nature. p. 11-18. __ .;;,,;,.,.0 ............... 
her in her crisis, he was able to sympathize, in the fullest 
sense of the word, with the thousands of women separated from 
their husbands and lovers by war. This experience inspired some 
of his most beautiful poetry. 
The emotional and spiritual crisis he was subjected to in 
Germany added additional ruel to his devotion to man, primarily 
because it was the love of Dorothy and Coleridge which helped 
him recover from his mental anguish, and whichs 
Revived the feelings ~r my earlier lif •• 
Gave me that strength and knowledge rull~pf peace, 
Enlarged and never more to be disturbtd.~ 
His experiences in France, however, did lead him to shift 
his attention to a different class of people. Before that time 
he had turned to the leaders, the politicians, the revolutionaries 
who were supposedly out to save the world for liberty, but for 
whom liberty meant a freedom from the shackles of the old mon-
archs and a freedom to be enslaved by themselves. These men had 
disappointed Wordsworth. He became disgusted with them, and came 
to the conclusion that the objects he had considered would lead 
him to nothing but pride. He was willing, therefore, to look 
on humble things hene&forward. 
To look with f.elings of fraternal love 
Upon those unassuming things that hold 
A silent station in this beauteous world.2S 
24Prelude.X.92S-27. 
25Ibid., XII.50-52. 
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Oonsequently he combined his love for man with his love for 
Nature and turned to a contemplation of thoso men who are most 
like Nature--simple, humble, rustic folk, the men to whom he had 
been attracted as a boy. 
My first human love, 
As hath been mentioned, did 1ncline to those 
Whose occupations and concerns were most 
Illustrated by Nature and adorn'd, 
And shepherds were the men who pleas'd me first. z6 
From the contemplation of these simple men he was led to an 
understanding of the real worth and beauty of men. It was indeed 
an extremely ideal conception which did not consider the hard-
ships of such a life as the shepherd's, but it remained _th 
him throughout his life and enabled him to maintain his love and 
respect for man under the most adverse circumstances. He is 
thankful for this initi~l insight. 
Call yo these appearances 
Which I beheld of Shepherds 1n my youth, 
This sanctity of Nature given to Man 
A shadow, a delusion, ye who are fed 
By the dead letter, miss the spirit of things, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • But blessed be the God 
or Nature and of Man that this was so, 
That men did at first present themselves 
Before my untaught eyes thus purified, 
Remov'd, and at a distance that was fit. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
starting trom this point, 
I had my face .toward the truth, began 
With an advantage; furnished with that kind 
Of prepossession without which the soul 
Received no knowledge that can bring f2rth good, 
No genuine insight ever comes to her.Z-, 
"This sanctity of Nature given to Man,"" Wordsworth says. 
This 11ne Is a perfect summary of what he found in hls contem-
plation of man. When he turned from the contemplation of rocks, 
flowers, and streams to the conttnnplation of shepherds and simple 
t'olk, he was not abandoning Nature. Rather, he was turntng to 
the oontemplation of Naturets most perfect product. All of his 
11fe he had felt that every object of Nature was anlmated by a 
soul, a Nature-Spirit. ~fuat he loved in those objects was not 
the objects themselves, but the insight and understanding they 
gave him of Nature herself. Bach objeot of Nature was merely an 
instrument through which Nature manifested herself to Wordsworth. 
The amount of perfection manifested depended upon the capaCities 
of the object of Nature. A barren rock could manifest certain 
pertections, a hillside ot daisies could manitest certain others, 
and so forth. Man, he found, is the perfect medium through which 
Bature manifests herselt. 
Then rose 
Man, inwardly contemplated, and present 
In my own being~ to a lottier heigbt; 
As ot all visible nature's orown.Z8 
Man is not only beautiful in himself but he is capable of teeling 
27Ibld., VIII.427-61. 
28Ib1d., VIII.6)o •. 13. 
-
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and responding to Nature, of loving and of' acknowledging his 
~ependence upon Nature. To contemplate a simple, humble man who 
lived close to Nature and responded to her guidanoe gave Words-
~orth his deepest insight into Nature. 
Therefore Wordsworth vowed to sing of these humble f'olk and 
ot Nature as manifested in their lives: 
Of these, said I, shall be my Song; of these, 
In f'uture years mature me for the task, 
Will I record the praises, making verse 
Deal boldly with SUbstantial things, in truth 
And sanctity of' passion, speak of these 
That justice may be dona,o-beisance paid 
Where it is due: thus haply shall I teach, 
I!'i.spire, through unadul tera ted ears 
Pour rapture, tenderness, and hope, my theme 
No other than the very heart of man 
As f'ound among the best of those who live 
Not unexalted by religious hope, 
Nor uninformed by bookA good books though few, In Naturefs pre8ence.Z~ 
~hus he chose to depict these people because, "being nearer to 
~ture than others, they are on the whole, more impassioned, 
~ertainly more direct in their expression of passion than other 
~en: it is for their direct expression of passion that he 
~alue8 their humble words. In much of what he said in exaltation 
)f' rural 11fe, he was but pleading indirectly for that sincerity, 
~hat perfect fidelity to one's own inward presentatlons."30 
Such are the attitudes, beliefs, and moods of Wordsworth 
29Ibld •• XIII.23l-44. 
30pater, Appreciations, p. 51. 
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at the time the "Lucy Poems" were written in 1799 and 1801~ 
He believes that there is a spiritual presence dwelling in all 
things, and 1n the mind of man. It is the soul of both. As 
the soul of all things this Nature-Spirit ministers to all thlngs, 
and especially to mao. She is man's maker, teacher, guide, 
friend, and counselor. The man who will live the fullest, most 
satisfying life, 1s the man who will let himself go, who will 
be docile to the guidance of Nature, and willing to learn from 
contemplating the objects of Nature and especially, those men who 
~re close to Nature: the simple, hUmble folk. The men Wordsworth 
~hose to write about, therefore, were the simple folk, people 
~ho lived in rural areas to which the sophistications, customs, 
~nd conventions of society had not penetrated. O~ly in such 
rural areas did he feel that it was possible to read the lesson 
Nature had to teach, beoause only there could he find hum~~ 
~ature in its essential, elemental, life. His picture of man 
~8 extremely idealistic, and he has been criticised for failing 
~o fac~ or consider the problem of eVil, the battle for survival 
~gainst the forces of Nature, the degrading moral evils or man. 
~t is true that he has neglected suoh considerations, but his 
)oint is that from contemplating Nature and these humble folk, 
1e was able to see an underlying goodness and beauty that 
~emains no matter what ovils mar the surface. A man may be 
~hyslcally derormed., or mo~ally degenerate, but he has superior 
~otentialities which, if he 1s willing, Nature will develop to 
the full. 
One further note should be added. bofore the "Lucy poems" 
themselves are taken up. Wordsworth lived in an age when it had 
~ecome plebeian and old-fashioned to believe in revealed religion 
and in a personal God. Materialism, pantheism, and deism were 1n 
ivogue. "The progress of Materialism during the nineteenth 
oentury had a curious effect upon intelligent people; by which 
I mean in whom reason and feeling had harmoniously developed. 
In so far as their rational faculties assented to the tenets of 
scientific materialism, to the detriment of their belief in 
revealed religion, to that degree their emotional faculties sought 
a substitute for religion 1n poetry."3l People were starved for 
somethlng to feed their emotional and religious 11fe. To till 
thls need they turned to the Romantic poets. "Poetry became for 
such people, not an art to be enjoyed, but the source of a 
faith to be sustained. Now the poetry of Wordsworth was peculiar-
ly suited to the reqUirements of such people. Into it they could 
read, if they so liked, an emotional pantheism which satisfied 
their instincts without compromising their intelligence. Fram 
it they could derive a huma.nism whlch compensated them for the 
imagined defects of Christian dogma."32 
31Bead, Wordsworth, p. 29. 
32Ibid. 
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It is important to keep this in mind in attempting to 
understand Wordsworth's poetry. wordsworth lived in the same 
world as the people described above, and was seeking the same 
substitute for religion that they were. Hence when he speaks in 
pantheistic terms, when he speaks of a Nature-Spirit guiding man, 
when he speaks of a soul pormeating the whole universe, he is to 
be taken literally. Certainly this is true ror the period of his 
life considered in this thesis; the beliefs of his later life 
are another question. Much distortion of Wordsworth's poetry, 
and much dissatisfaction with the Romantic poets in general has 
resulted from the fact that the critic of a later date cannot 
take the poet literally. As a result he trles to explain every-
thing superficially or symbolically, thereby taking the heart 
and soul out of the poetry. There is a oertain amount of symbol-
ism to be sure, but in general what Wordsworth says can be taken 
literally. This 1s one of' the "extravagances" which this poet 
must be allowed, if the critic wishes to understand Wordsworth 
rather than injeot his own interpretation into the framework 
of Wordsworth's words and meter. 
CHAPTER IV 
LUCY: NATURE'S MASTERPIECE 
The five sho~t poems known as the "Lucy Poems" were written 
by Wordsworth durlnf, his brief stay in Germany or sho~tly 
thereafter. "Three years she grew in sun and shower," De 5elin-
cou~t notes, was composed in the Ha~tz Fo~est in 1799.1 ltA 
slumber did my spirit soal" was also written in Germany some-
time 1~ 1799. It was this poem whioh Wordsworth sent to Coleridge 
that sp~ing. Of it Coleridge remarked: "Some months ago Words-
1W0rth transmitted to me a most sublime epitaph. Vihethe~ it had 
any reality I oannot say. Most probably, in some gloomier 
~ament he fancied the moment in whioh his siste~ might die. lt2 
"She dwelt among untrodden waY8~" and "st~anf,e fits of pageion 
~ave I known" we~e also written in 1799, then copied by Dorothy 
and sent to Coleridge. Speaking of this last poem Dorothy said: 
"The next poem is a favourite of me--Do~othy."3 "I travelled 
lWorka, II, ;;06. 
2Ibid. 
-
~!oorman. William Wordsworth, p. 423. 
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among unknown men" according to Wordsworth's own declaration, was 
written in 1799, but there is serious doubt about this. It did 
not appear among the other "Lucy Poems" i~ the 1800 version or 
Lyrical Ballads, and therefore, neSelincourt conjectures, must 
have been written arter his return from Germany.4 It was sent 
to the printer to be included in the 1802 version of Lzrical 
Ballads, but through an oversight was omitted. Finally Wordsworth 
sent it to Mary Hutohinson with the instruction that it was to be 
read after "She dwelt among." It is significant to note the time 
ot the composition of the poems. They were written at a time 
when Wordsworth received little or no inspiration or consolation 
from the world around him. As a result his mind turned back to 
England, to the glorious days ot his youthj and the subjeots he 
ohose to write about were those associated with his beloved 
England. One critic says that Done Is compelled to the conclusion 
that the poet at Goslar rubbing his chilly hands over his writ-
Ings in that year of abnormal frost, was determinedly a composer, 
a maker, a seizer of themes whlch he transmuted and rearranged."S 
The identity of the Lucy described in these poems has been 
tor years a subject of speculation among critiosj but it is pure 
speculation, because wordsworth has lett no clue which could 
4Works, II, 427. 
SErie Robertson, Wordsworthshire (London, 1911), p. ISO. 
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lead to the identification of Lucy as some definite girl whom 
he knew. Henoe, if Wordsworth has left no olue to her identity 
it can be concluded that it is not necessary to know the identity 
of her to appreciate and understand the poems. In writing these 
poems Wordsworth was primarily a poet, not a biographer. It 
would certainly be rash to conclude that Lucy is entirely fict-
itious. Undoubtedly some girl, or perhaps several girls inspired 
these poems. However, the poems can be appreciated without the 
knowledge of her identity. The reader should not~however, that 
there are two questions involved here: the problem of attempt-
ing to determine whether Lucy is a definite girl or not, and the 
problem of identifying her if she is a definite girl. It will 
mak~ a difference in the understanding of the poems if Lucy is 
a' definite girl or if she is a composite ideal. Consequently 
this question will come up again for consideration and careful 
study. However, whichever view may be taken of this problem, the 
poems can be fully appreciated without knowing the definite 
identity of Lucy. 
In considering the poems the following order will be 
tollowed: "Three years she grew," "strange fits of passion," 
"A slumber did my spirit seal," "She dwelt among the untrodden 
ways," and "I travelled among unknown men." This order, which 
is neither Wordsworth's order of presentation, nor a strictly 
chronological order, was chosen because it lends itself to a 
development of thoughts which parallels the findings of Chapter 
III, as will become evident. The complete text or the f1ve 
poems can be found in the appendix. 
It was seen in the preceding chapter that, according to 
Wordsworth's philosophy, a soul animates the whole universe and 
each of its parts, tl~t this soul, or Nature-Spirit, guides and 
develops man, ~d finally, that man himself is the greatest of 
.. 
Nature's productions. These five short "Lucy Poems't are a concra 
expression of these beliefs. They tell the story of a young girl 
whom Nature took to herselr and moulded into the perfect child 
ot Nature, of a child who wa~ perfectly docile and responsive to 
"Mother Nature," and tinally, they tell of Wordsworth's own feel-
ings and reactions toward this child of Nature. 
The first oftheee poems, "Three years she grew," give. 
the clearest expression of this. The poem expresses an implicit 
faith in Nature's cons~te art and describes how she would 
fashion a girl to be her own: tla girl in whom her different 
~oods and the beauty and grace of har fairest forms would be 
reflected. "6 
The poem ~xpresses first an admiration for Nature and all 
~er beautiful sights--the mountain springs, the floating clouds, 
the bending willow, the stars at midnight, and the dancing 
rivulets. Reflecting on these, Wordsworth feels that Nature is 
6E. Hershey Sneath, Wordsworth: {!.!. .M!:!! (Bos ton, 1912), p. 143. Poet of Nature and Poet ---- - ----- ........--. 
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the fit tutor- for this beaut1ful ohild. Nature takes Lucy and 
makes a speoial favorite of her, and Luoy begins to learn from 
the world of Nature around hare 
The Girl, in rock and plain 
In earth and heaven, in glade and bower, 
Shall reel an overseeing power 
To kindle or rest;ain.7 
1# 
• • • and she shall lean her ear 
In many a secret place 
Where rivulets dance their wayward round, 
And beauty born or murmuring sound 
Shall pass into her face. 8 
Note that the trans:formation and development o:f the child is 
~ainly an emotional development. She will ~ an overseeing 
power; she will listen to rivulets and beauty shall pass into her 
:face; and her :final transformation is described in terms ot 
vital feelinss. 
And vital teelings of delight 
Shall rear her torm to stately height, 
Her Virgin bosom swell; 
Such thoughts to Luoy will I give 
While ahe and I together live 
Here in this happy dell.9 
At the end of her development one will be able to say that 
"Lucy has spent her days 1n a happy mountain dell, and there she 
has felt the impulses and the ini'luences of natura in her most 
beautii'ul aspeot, and these impulses and influences have moulded 
7Works, II, 215. 
8Ib1d • 
-
both her spirit and her body until sbe has grown into the ex-
quisite belng described in the poem. nlO 
Nature's chief characteristio, joy, wl1l become her own. 
She shall be sportive as the fawn 
That wild with glee across the lawn 
Or up the mountain sprIngs. l1 
~le midnight stars shall be dear to her; the trees and elements 
w111 pay homage to her: "The float1ng clouds their state shall 
lend / To her; for her the willow bend."12 She will have the 
ability to see the good and beauty even in such a fearful and 
seemingly contradictory manifestation of Nature's power as a 
storm. , 
Nor shall she fail to see 
Even in the motions of the Storm 
Grace that shall mould the Maiden's form 
By silent sympathy.13 
Such is Wordsworth's conception of the ideal education and 
development of a child. In view of his philosophy of Nature and 
~an r~v1ewed In the last chapter, it is just what one would 
~xpect. The educat10n here outlined "is really expressive ot 
.ordsworthts faith in Nature's moulding or fashioning power. 
He is not giving vent merely to charming fancy. We have seen it 
lOPunch, Wordsworth, p. 14. 
llworks, II, 215. 
12Ibid • 
........... 
13Ibld • 
........... 
~nite8t over and over again that the Poot regards il; ,g.s one of 
Nature's functions to mould both the body and the soul of Man, 
and here WordSWoloth shoJls, in exquls1te verse, just how skill-
tully she can perform her otrice, and by what methods it is 
accomplished. ·,14 
Such is what Nature would do for a chlld who became exclu-
slvely her own, but did this ever happen? Dld such a girl ever 
exist? Yes, Wordsworth says, "The work was done. ft15 The 
picture, however, 1s not a detailed and individualized picture. 
What did Lucy look like? When did Wordsworth meet her? How 
old was she when she died? To those and a host of other pertinent 
questions Wordsworth offers no hint of an answer. There are two 
possible reasons for this. Perrmps Wordsworth did not have a 
particular girl in mind when he wrote this. Perhaps Lucy 1s a 
oomposite of young girls he had seen in the rural districts 
of England, and who impressed him as being typical children of 
Nature. The better answer would seem to be that Wordsworth wants 
to 80 identIfy her with Nature that individualization would be 
out of place. The important thing in this case 15 not the 
individual charaoter of Luoy* but what she has become through the 
~inistrations of Nature. Wordsworth is not nearly ae int£rested 
14sneath. Wordsworth, p. 143-44. 
l5works, II, 216. 
so 
1n an individual as he is in the aspects of Nature which that 
individual reveals to him. Lucy, therefore, is not so much an 
individual as she is a part ot Nature's universe. MLucyts 
whole being is moulded by Nature's self; she is responsive to 
sun and shadow, to silence and to sound, and melts almost into 
an impersonation of a Cumbrian Valley's peace. a16 
Two problems arise from a study of this poem, one in regard 
to the "three years," the other in regard to Lucy's death. 
For years critics have wondered just why Wordsworth picked 
"three years" of age for the beginning of Nature's work. It 
iWould seem that, if Nature wanted to take Lucy to herself and make 
Lucy her special chi14. she would have taken her to herself from 
the days of her infancy_ If some reason can be found why Nature 
would postpone taking her, what is the significance of "three 
years?" One critic ofters three possible solutions. 17 First, 
it may be that Wordsworth had no reason at all for choosing three 
years; perhaps it is merely an arbitrary span of time. Secondly, 
it may be specific and biographical. Perhaps Wordsworth had 
some definite girl in mind, in which case some definite event 
~y have occurred in the girl's life which would dictate the 
statement about three years. Lastly, the age of three may have 
16p. W. H. Myers, Wordsworth (London, 19as), p. 139. 
17Prancis Christinsen, "Three years she grew in sun and 
~hower," ~ Explicator, IV (December, 1945), no. 18. 
~.en considered by Wordsworth as the point of transition from 
intancy to childhood when the infant first acquires a c.reative 
sensibility. This last possibility closely parallels the common-
sense explanation of Professor Garrod. Garrod says that any child 
~irst becomes interesting at the age of three. Hence, Nature 
.ould not want to take Lucy to herself before that time. At the 
time when Lucy became interesting Nature took her to herselt and 
~egan to mould her according ~o her own plan. 18 
Lucyts death is a problem that cannot be so easily dismissed. 
In the other four poems the death of Lucy is not so much of a 
problem. There it is merely a fact; and Wordsworth 1s relating 
pis own reaction to that fact. In this PQem, however, the 
meaning of ttle death of Lucy i8 the important factor. What was 
the meaning of Nature's work? Did she scheme to mould and then 
take Lucy away? Or did she do her work, ~ Z!! Lucy died? 
Throughout six stanzas Wordsworth has sustained a high degree of 
inspiration and art. Then, what appears to be a·confused tumble 
rollows in the last stanza. If Wordsworth's pantheistic world, 
animated by one soul, is kept in mind a solution can be worked 
out. As was noted in Chapter Two, Protessor Garrod claims that 
~n Wordsworth's conception of Nature and Nature's universe 
~here is really no difference between Lucy'S living and her death. 
~he was a ~art of Nature, she seemed to emerge trom Nature, and 
18oarrod, Protession ~ Poetrz, p. 82. 
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~fterwards whe quietly slipped back into Nature. To Wordswerth 
personally there is a difference; she is gone and he must 
sustain the personal loss. This is brought out clearly in the 
other "Lucy Poems. tt From Nature's point of view, though, there 
~s no difference. Nature had completed her masterpiece when 
~ucy reached maturity, and perhaps Wordsworth felt that Nature 
should then take Lucy from this world and incorporate her into 
the universe, to prevent decay of such a masterpiece which would 
~.sult from contact with impertect and sophistioated men who had 
po appreciation of Nature, or to prevent her deterioration by 
!time. 
Perhaps Lucy's death has a more personal significance tor 
.ordsworth. The poems, it must be remembered, we:re written in 
permany in 1199. During the Godwinian period of his life he 
~ost his vision of Nature, and never fully regained it. At the 
~urn ot the century he was writing his best poetry, however, not 
~rom insights into Nature received at that time, but rather, 
~rom the memory of his earlier experienoes in England. Perhaps 
the death of Lucy is a figurative death, by which Wordwworth 
neans that he has lost some of that vision that was once suggest-
td to him by some young girl. Perhaps he means Jt more literally. 
ee thought he once possessed such a love in the days with Annette, 
but she was found wanting. His love for her had nothing to do 
~ith Nature, it was too passionate. By 1199 Annette and the whole 
~gniflc.nt portrait of the French Revolution, of which she was 
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a pa~t, faded with disillusionment. The whole seene died. 
Pe~haps there were others whom Wordsworth thought would fill his 
1dea1, but they too, like Annette, "died" of the plague of human 
imperreetions. 
The question or the meaning of Lucyts death is olosely 
conneoted with the question or whether Lucy is a derlnite girl 
or a composite. If the Lucy of the poems can be taken as a 
definite girl, her death may be taken as an actual event, and 
the meanine of that death is that for Nature there is little 
differenee between life and death. After her death Lucy remained 
a part of the whole living universe, though she lost her indivi-
duality. If Lucy is not same definite girl, but an idealization 
inspired by one or several girls, her death can be taken figur-
tively. In this case her death would express Viordsworth's own 
disillusionment, and the fact that nowhere in the world could the 
~erfeet LUCY be round. At times in his life Wordsworth caught 
glimpses of what Bature's perfeet ehild would be like, and from 
these glimpses he painted this portrait. or necessity Lucy must 
~ie, she is too ideal; it 1s impossible for such a child to go 
~n living in this world. She would necessarily pick up some of 
the sophistication of the world around her, and thereby lose her 
simpliCity and close union with Nature. Perhaps Wordsworth 
round several Lucys, but each of these died the moment their 
imperfections became apparent to the poet. 
To summarize then, the first of these "LUCY Poems" describes 
!Nature's work in the production of her masterpiece, the type ot 
~hlld such a production would be, and the meaning of LUcy's 
!ensuing death. 
The same close connection of Lucy and Nature is apparent in 
the other four poems, though not as explicitly. She:i.s described 
~s "freer as a rose in JUne.~19 Or again, she is: 
A violet by a mossy stone 
Halt hidden from the eye 1 
--Fair as a star, when only one 
Is shining in the sky.20 
After death she becomes an indistinguishable part of Nature's 
~eat universe. 
No motion has ahe now, no toroe; 
She neither hears nor sees; 
Rolled round in earth's diurnal course, 
With rocks, and stones, and trees. 21 
~gain, it is not the individual that Wordsworth is interested in 
~ut the individual as a work of Nature. This is true of all of 
Wordsworth's typical people, but Lucy is even more abstract and 
~ore a part of Nature than Wordsworthts other people such as 
peter Bell, Lucy Gray, or Poor Susan. -LUCY must be counted 
among the solitaries, although clearly different from the others • 
• • 
• • 
• These poems have an extraordinary quality 
• qlarity ••• and microcosmic perfection. 
19works, II, 29. 
20Ibld., p. 216. 
-
21Ibid. 
-
• • • remoteness 
They touch the 
same issues as Wordsworth's other poetry of solitude and relation-
ship, but their extreme spirituality of tone and lack of literal 
context is altogether untypical.n22 
More predominant in these four poems than the description 
of Nature's work Is the poet's reaction to Lucy. Ho describes 
the type of mood he was in when he used to visit her, the effect 
she had on his 11fe, the type of love he had for her, the fear 
and anxiety he felt over the possibility of her death, and the 
pangs her actual death brought to his heart. 
His love for Lucy put him into sort of a trance. 
A Slumber did my spirit seal; 
I had no human fears: 
She seemed a thing that could not feel 
The touch of earthly yeare.Z) 
~ese lines, according to Mias Moorman, "describe with a serene 
simplicity this creative sleep of the senses when the 'soul f 
and the imagination are most alive.,,24 Another of the poems 
describes the same experience. It seems a sort of Nature trance. 
lith eyes fixed on the descending moon he approached LUcy's 
~ottage--
22John Jones, The Esotistical Sublime (London, 1954), 
p. 70. --- -
2)works,. II, 216. 
24Moorman, William Wordsworth, p. 426. 
In one of those sweet dreams t slept. 
Kind Nature's gentlest boont 2/ 
This trance brings up the question of the kind of love 
expressed in these poems. Wordsworth's love for Lucy was a 
special type of love, very spiritual in nature and almost devoid 
of strong passion. One critic describes the love expressed in 
~h.8e poems as follows: "Wordsworth was a solitary in his love 
poetry. For that reason he is all the More precious. because 
we get from his what we get from no other poet. The Lucy poems 
flwe some of the1r exquisiteness to their utter withdrawal from 
~he poetry of Mating. And they t~ve a lovely quietness, rare 1n 
ove poetry. Opening on a note of trance-like ecstasy, they 
~lose on a note of trance-like peaoe.n26 It 1s a love of deep 
respect and devotion. "'Purer love and deeper respect for ~omenrs 
oveliness can hardly be found 1n literature.-Z7 This does not 
ean that Wordsworth was incapable of strong passionate love, nor 
bat he would hesitate to express such a love in poetry if he 
elt it. Of his relations with his Wife, it is true, he hns left 
1 0 account, but he has lett a very vivid account of his relations 
ith Annette Vallone It is included in the original ot the Ninth 
ook of The Prelude and later published as a separate poem under 
- ------
25Works, II, 29. 
26catherine MacDonald MacLean, Dorothy ~ William Words-
"orth (Cambl"ldge, 1927), p. 57. 
27Robertson, Wordsworthshlre, p. 153. 
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the title of "Vaudracour and JUlia'. It It is a vivid account of two 
lovers who could not marry because of parental opposition. The 
girl was found to be pregnant and was whisked away by her parents 
to a remote and secret place until the birth of the child. The 
greater part of the poem is devoted to telling of the lover's 
plight after his beloved is gone. He searches and seeks to find 
her, spends time in pr1aon, and does everything humanly possible 
to be united with her again. Many of the details of the story are 
different from Wordsworth's relationship with Annette, but the 
story was inspired by his love for Annette, and portrays a love 
entirely different from the love portrayed 1n the "Lucy Poems." 
Speaking of "Vaudracour and JU11a," Herbert Read says: 
There speaks a true lover, and a man never loves 
twice in exactly this way. The full force of Words-
worth's adolescent emotions were expended upon Annette. 
And if there are some who would admit this, yet claim 
that such emotions are casual in their origin and that 
a greater love exists between man and woman which 
is spiritual, then I in my turn would claim that such 
spiritual love found expression not in Wordsworth's 
tribute to his wife, but in those mysterious but 
beautiful lyrics known as the Lucy poems--poems 
which give expression to some passion that is too 
strong to be merely visionary and too id~alistic 
to be associated with mundane emotions.2U 
Yet the love expressed in the "Lucy Poems" 1s so real that 
it can be used as a strong argument in support of the theory 
that Lucy was some definite girl. It is hard to see how Words-
~orth could have had so deep a love for an idealization abstracted 
28Read, Wordsworth, p. 116-17. 
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from several girls. 
In one of the poems Lucy is described as "fair asa star 
when only one / Is shining in the sky. n29 One critic, Mr. Harris. 
surmises that the star WordswoI'th had in mind was Lucifer, which 
is often seen alone in the half darkened sky.30 It this is so, 
the name may have some significance, for Lucy was certainly 
~ord8worthts "light bearer." She it was who gave new light to 
~is mind and tmagination, a new insight into the inner workings 
of Nature herself. 
Lucyts death plays a prominent part in each of these four 
~oems. In "strange fits" the possibility of her death haunts 
Word,worth, and her impending deatb·e to be foretold by 
Nature herself as the brilliant moon Buddenly slips out of sight 
-
when Wordsworth reaches her cottage. MacLean notes that the poem 
"gives expression to the qudte unreasonable mood of anxiety whioh 
absence from a loved one causes. The mood is conveyed through 
the contrast between the lover's anxiety and the apparent _ell-
peing of the loved one, and by the nature of the observation 
pf a man or woman in great emotion, and by the symbolic tinge whkh 
~his observation haa. The tl~ting symbol is the moon--moon 
~isappears, flare of alarm.-)l 
29works, II, 30. 
30Harris, Atter-Q!2! Essazs, p. 21. 
31MaoLean, Dorothz ~ Willl~ Wordsworth, p. ,SO. 
HShe dwelt" and "A slumber" express the poet's melancholy 
~ood consequent upon the death or Lucy. "I travelled" seems to 
be a reflection upon the joys Wordsworth experienced when he was 
in England. During the lonely days in Germany his mind returned 
to Boland, and therefore, naturally, to the thought of his lost 
Lucy. 
The matter-of-factness of Lucy's death as treated in these 
four poems is another argument that Lucy was a real girl who 
actually did die. The treatment seems too clear-cut and definite 
to be merely a symbolic death of some sort. The lack of other con-
~irmation8 of this opinion, thour~, as well as the treatment 
of her death in "Three years" still leaves a merely figurative 
~.ath a p08sibility. 
Wordsworth's reaction to Lucy's death brings to light a 
~.fect or incompleteness in bis philosophy of Man and Nature. 
,rom Nature's side it seems to make no difference whether Lucy 
~iv.s or dies, but to Wordsworth there is a world of difference. 
ae feels her death strongly, and expresses in these poems a 
poignant grief. Nature 1s cruel to him in taking away his Lucy, 
.nd tor this cruelty he has no explanation. "Nature's work was 
in a sense erfaced, when death, another great power not con-
trollable by man, appeared on the scene, and Lucy was no more 
a creature of this world--all that was left was a memory 
60 
lingering round the scene where she had dwelt. tt )2 Why should 
Nature be so cruel? Why should she destroy the work of her hands 
by death, sickness, and other forms of destruction? Why should 
~~n be allowed to destroy the work of Nature and to degrade his 
fellowman? Wordsworth had no solution for these contradictions 
which he found in the world around him. It seems these were 
questions which he did not consider, problems which he had to 
endure but for which he could offer no solution. 
To summarize then, it has been shown in this chapter that 
the "Lucy Poems" are a~~~zatlon of the phIlosophy of Nature 
~."" .... i't' 
and man found In The Prelude. In The Prelude, Wordsworth ex-
- _ .......................... 
plalned that it is the office of Nature to mould the body and soul 
of man. That prooess Is desoribed in "Three years she grew." 
The most perfeot man and the man who will live the t'ullest life 
Is the man who will surrender himself completely to the Vliding 
hand and teachings of Nature. Lucy is tho perfect example ot' 
this docility. She led a life of close intimacy with Nature; 
she Is the perfect example ot' Naturefs child. In!h! Prelude 
Wordsworth vowed that he would write about the humble and simple 
tolk he had known, because these alone lived a life close to 
Nature, these alone bad been unspoiled. Certainly Lucy is the 
It'oremost of these Simple folk and the closest to Nature. 
IThe question of whether Lucy 1s one definite girl or not is 
l2Punoh, Wordsworth, p. 74. 
a problem that cannot be solved w~th certitude; there are ~ood 
arguments on both s1des. However the love expressed for Lucy 
by Wordsworth and the way he treats of her death would seem 
to swing the balance toward an affirmative answer. Certainly ahe 
had some reality, and certainly the thought and emotion expressed 
in these poems were inspired by real people. It is also certain 
that LUCY as an individual is not as important to Wordsworth 
as she is when considered a part of Nature'9 universe. 
The effect of Lucy upon Wordsworth is also portrayed in 
these poems. Through her Wordsworth gainod a deeper insight 
into Nature and into the meaning of the life of the universe. 
Because of Lucy he was able to Bee more clearly how man fits 
into his philosophy of Nature. Tho one spirit which animates 
the universe is extended to the mind and body of man. Man 
emanates from this vague being called Nature. Itl his lit'e he 
is sustained and developed by Nature. In death he merely slIps 
~ack into the universal life of Nature. 
Association wi th Lucy brought out the best in. Wordsworth, 
~nd his love for her was of a very dlrferent type from his love 
~or Arrrlette. It was ,not passionate; it was not anxious. 
iRather, it was a deep spiritual love which gave birth to peace 
land joy. Her death, whether it be taken as an actual i'act or as 
~ figurative death, was a bitter disappointment to hIm; and his 
.weetest memories are ot Luay turning her. wheel beside an 
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English .fire. 
Such is the tnterpretation of these poems which this thesis 
proposes: they are closely related to The Prelude; they describe _ ....................... -
Nature's Masterpiece Hnd Wordsworth's relations with her. Man is 
the most apt medium through which Nature can ma.nifest herself; 
and among men a little girl, simple, innocent, and perfectly 
docile to the guiding hand of Mother NatuI'e is the most perfect 
medium. As Nature brings Lucy to maturity, she produces a 
masterpiece. The contemplation of her brings man to a deeper 
insight Into Nature herseLf. The whole idea 1s similar to the 
Catholic idea that ea.ch creaturo manifests Godts goodness. The 
more perfection the creature possesses, the more it reflects 
Godts own infinite perfection and goodness. 
OHAPTER V 
EVALUATION AND CORRELATION OF PREVIOUS INTERPRETATIONS 
NoW' that an interpretation of the "I,uey Poems" has been 
presented, it is possible to turn once more to tho previous 
interprotations offered to attempt an evaluation ~~d correlation 
of them. If the poems are a description of Nature's masterpiece 
and Wordsworth's reactions to her, the various critiques can be 
evaluated on the ba.sis of their contribution toward an understand-
ingof tile poems which 1s in harmony with Wordsworth's philosophy 
of Nature a.nd man. Though the various interpretations offered 
seem at first glance contrary or contradictory, most of them are 
in reality merely different approaches to the poems. For example, 
many have limited their study to the identification of Lucy. 
The findings of such a search will not give the reader a complete 
understanding of the poems, but they will contribute background 
details which will help toward s. fuller interpretation of the 
poems. Consequently such Ii. search, though it is 8r~11ow and 
does not offer a completo ansv;er, is a good beginning. 
As was pointod out at the end of the second chapter, thel'e 
are four questions which can be asked about the "Lucy Foems." 
These constitute tho different approaches to the poe:ns. The 
first of these questions is: Who was Lucyt No one has ever 
been able to come up with a detinitive answer to this question. 
wordsworth lett behind no clue to her identity and his triends 
and relatives never mentioned such a person in their writings 
about Wordsworth. Consequently, many have doubted that the 
question can be asked. They would answer that she is not one 
girl, but a composite of many_ This seems highly improbabl~ 
in view ot Wordsworth's love for her, her death, and the des-
criptive details given about her home and its surroundings. 
The critics who claim that Lucy is a definite girl are 
~aretul not to attempt to give a positive identification ot her. 
De Quincey merely stated that he "thought" Wordsworth had been 
~isappointed in love in his youth. l Legouis surmises that one 
~an "tancy" the Hawkshead pupIl in love with some young girl.2 
pt all the identifications otfered, the one by Mr. Harris is the 
~ost definite, most reliable, and the most helpful toward a real 
~nderstanding of the poems. His caretul study of the biogra-
pldeal details of the problem and his thorough visitation of the 
~cene of Wordsworth's vacations have resulted in some very con-
~incing conclusions. His descriptions of the valley near Aron 
~awddwy, of the cottage, and the surrounding area give the 
~eader a much clearer picture of the setting in which Wordsworth 
~robably met Lucy. Even it there was no Lucy living in that 
IBateson, Wordsworth, p. 152. 
2Legouis, William Wordsworth, p. 62. 
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valley, one can see how she could be conceived by Wordsworth 
as he contemplated the beauties of that valley. Here was a 
haven ot Nature, and here would be the ideal place for Nature 
to mould her masterpiece. Here Lucy would be separated trom the 
distracting hustle and bustle of city life. Here she could learn 
f~om Nature by dally, close association with Nature's mountains, 
streams, forests, and wild life. 
Another possible answer to the question about the identity 
of Lucy, is to identify her with Wordsworth's sister Dorothy. 
To evaluate this opinion it is necessary to note first the place 
Dorothy played in her brothe~fs 11fe. In 1778 when Wordsworth 
was only eight years old his mother passed away. From that time 
forward the family was broken up. Dorothy was sent to Halifax 
to live with a cousin of her mother, a Miss Elizabeth Threlkeld. 
The following year William went to Hawkshead to begin his pre-
paratory schooling. For nine years Bbrothy did not see William 
or her other brothers. Finally during the vacation of 1787 
Dorothy returned to Penrith, the home of her grandparents, for 
the summer, and there was reunited with her brothers. William 
arrived a few days before the others and hence had a few days 
alone with Dorothy. These few days were the beginning of a close 
bond of affection that lasted for the rest of their lives. It 
came at a time of emotional crisis for both Dorothy and William. 
Dorothy had been unhappy since she left her brothers, and the 
treatment of the Wordsworth children at the home of their 
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~randparents and uncle was anything but cordial. Servants 
treated the children as intruders and their uncle did nothing 
for them without letting them know that their presence was an 
imposition upon him. Hence William was welcomed by Dorothy as 
the first person in years who understood and loved her. "The 
tstrange and wayward wight' who came into her life that day, 
however unwelcome he was to some members of the household, found 
a place prepared for him in his siater's heart at least, and she 
800n found that when William sat beside her talking, even a 
letter to her dear friend Jane had to be postponed, while every 
moment that could be stolen from work under her grandmother's 
. 
eye was spent with h1m.~3 Their uncle, Uncle Kit, took a special 
dislike to William, and if it had not been for the happy reunion 
with his sister the days spent 1n that household would have been 
days of torture. In Dorothy's company he found happiness and 
joy. "The rediscovery of Dorothy after nine years 'separation 
desolate' was like a 'gift then first bestowed.' Her companion-
ship proved 'a joy above all joys,t 'another morn risen on mid-
noon,- the crowning happiness of a happy boyhood--for William was 
really intensely happy in spite of Uncle Klt."4 
The close ties formed that summer between Dorothy and 
Wi lliam. remained firn'l despite another peri od of separation. In 
3Moorman, William Wordsworth, p. 73. 
4Ibid. 
-
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1788 William matriculated at Cambridge and thereafter saw little 
of Dorothy until they oame together to live 1n 1794. The re-
~nion with William in that year and their decision to live 
together was the fulfillment of Dorothy's dreams. Dorothy's 
~resence, in turn, was precisely what William needed to recover 
~rom the spiritual confusion and desolation into whioh he had 
fallen atter the disillusionment of the French Revolution and 
the enforced separation tz:om Annette which constantly preyed on 
his conscience. "The part played by Dorothy at the timeo! 
Wordsworth's moral crisis was a simple one. By giving him her 
love and sympathy and daily care and presenoe, she destroyed the 
terrible blankness that descends on us when we are suddenly parted 
from someone we have loved habitually. She filled this blank, 
and not mutely or passively, but as an active consoling and 
inspiring agent."' As a result of this association Wordsworth 
always felt toward his sister a deep love and gratitude. She 
was his salvation during his moral crisis, and it was her presence 
that ~!!ade it possible for him to regain the memories of earlier 
years and write the greatest poetry of his career. On Dorothy's 
~art this association resulted 1n the same deep love and affec-
tion, but it was tinged with an anxiety and possessiveness which 
twas the result of her neurotic temperament. This is not to sug-
gest that there was anything sexual or sinister in Dorothy.s 
SRead, Wordsworth, p. 93. , 
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~ffection for her brother: "fhe abnormality lay in her neurotic 
sensibility, and In the absence of any normal outlet for her 
feelings. This intensified her a.ffeotion for her brother, 
esS 
I~rought it into poss~ve and protective instinots not often found 
1n the relationship. There was apparently no Jealousy in her 
attitude toward Annette, nor a.fterwards toward Mary Hutohinson."6 
A study of this close relationship between brother and 
sister has led some oritics to conclude that it was the inspira-
tion of the "LUCy Poems." MaoLean surmises, at the end of her 
troeatment of the poems, that "these poems are all based on the 
moods, emotions and states of feeling whioh were part of the 
poet's life with his sister, and which would not have been part 
of his life with any other woman."7 It is easy to see that 
the love which Wordsworth had for his sister closely parallels 
the type of love expressed in the "LUCY Poems," but the identifi-
cation of Lucy as Dorothy presents two difficulties. First, and 
most important of all, Dorothy did not die young. It would 
seem that tho clear-cut description of LUcy's death and the poet's 
poignant grief at her passing must have some foundation in 
fact. If Luoy is Dorothy it has no such foundation. At the time 
these poems were written Dorothy was very much alive and the 
j07 of William's association _th her was at its height. 
6 Ibid •• p. 92. 
-
7MacLean, William Wordsworth, p. 56. 
Secondly, the three facts taken as supporting this opinion are 
not convincing. Coleridge's guess that "A slumber did my spirit 
seal" was inspired by a gloomy mood when Wordsworth "fancied 
the moment in which his sister might die" may be nothing more than 
a bad guess. Certainly it cannot be stretched to cover the 
poems where the death of Lucy is treated as a cold fact. 
Secondly, the fact that Wordsworth concealed his relatives under 
pseudonyms and that he actually did refer to Dorothy as Lucy in 
nThe Glow-Worm" and "NUttingU does not prove that Lucy is always 
Dorothy. Lucy was a favorite name with Wordsworth and sometimes 
he used it when he was clearly not referring to his sister, as 
\\ II in the poem on Lucy Gray. Furthermore when he does refer to 
Dorothy as Lucy it is easy to recognize the fact from context. 
Lastly, it is very difficult to see how the tact that Dorothy 
classified "Strange fits of passion" as a favorite of hers leads 
to the conclusion that all the poems are about her, because in 
the other poems Lucy's death 1s not feared but lamented as an 
actual .fact. 
Mr. Bateson has attempted to overcome this unsurmountable 
dif.ficulty of Lucyfs death by explaining it away as a psycholo-
gical escape from the guilt feelings consequent upon the begin-
ning of an incestuous relationship. His interpretation of the 
poems has one great advantage, namely, that it proposes an 
answer to all the problems which must be faced in explaining the 
poems, and it gives a consistent interpretation of all five poems. 
10 
However, it too is divorced from any consideration of Wordsworth's 
philosophy of Nature, and in addition to this it seems to make 
~ordsworth either a very Inorbid or a perverted charaoter. 
Bateson anticipates this last objection and attempts to answer 
it by citing a quotation from a letter of Wordsworth's in which 
he denounoes the olergy's vow of celibaoy. Wordsworth says, 
"If we would truly spiritualise men, we must take care that we 
do not begin by unhumanising them, which is the process in re-
spec t ,to all those who are now brought up wi th a view of the mak-
ing of that unnatural vow. na This quotation, Bateson claims, 
proves that Wordsworth was not morbid. Hence, Bateson concludes, 
his interpretation of the "Lucy Poems" cannot be taken in a way 
which would make Wordsworth a morbid character. However, it 
s.ems that Bateson is arguing from the wrong side. If the 
quotation proves that Wordsworth was not morbId, then it follows 
that an interpretation of his poetry which would make him such 
cannot be accepted. It does not follow that one can accept 
Batoson's intel'pretation and reject the logioal conclusions of 
it. 
An interpretation such as Bateson's seems to underestimate 
Wordsworth's work. The bulk of his poetry expresses a Nature 
philosophy; and these poems, too, though they are not philoso-
8From a letter of Wordsworth~s to W. F. Hook, Feb. 5, 1840, 
quoted in Bateson, worqsworth, p. 154. 
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phical in the way The Prelude Is, do present in concrete realIty 
- . 
at least an aspect of Wordsworth's philosophy. More than this, 
they portray a hUman person and human love in the light of Words-
worth's Nature philosophy. As was already .een they "give ex-
pression ot a greater love between man and woman, a love which is 
spiritual; a passion that is too strong to be merely visionary 
and too idealistic to be associated with mundane emotion •• ~9 
The love Bateson dfscribes is far inferior to such an idealistic 
conception. 
Does Dorothy then have any part in the "Lucy Poems"? 
Certainly she has the same part in these poems that she had in 
all of her brother's poetry written at this time. Without her 
love, care, and sympathy they would never have been written. 
Furthermore, it is quite possible that she was partly an inspira-
tion for these poems, and that the love which Wordsworth felt 
for her was the same kind of love he expressed in the "Lucy 
Poems." However, in view of the death of Lucy which must have 
had some reality, it is impossible to positively identify Lucy 
a. Dorothy. 
In general, then, it 1s impossible to identify Lucy. 
~owever, the results of the various attempts to identify her 
can help toward a real understanding ot the poems, it the study 
is carried on further, and if the poems are studied in conjunction 
9Read, Wordsworth, p. 117. 
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ith Wordsworth's other poetry, notably, The Prelude. In itself 
-
ven the study of Wordsworth's relations with his sister is 
mt1ensely valuable, because it gives the reader an understanding 
£ and a concrete example of the spiritual love described In the 
L~cy Poems." However, if the reader stops his study of the 
Lucy Poems" with an investigation of her Identlty, he w111 have 
very shallow understanding of the poems, and probably a very 
arped idea of Wordsworth as a poet. 
The answer to the seoond question--What Is Lucy?--has often 
been expressed in terms of the ideal English maiden.. This answer 
comes closer to a real understanding of the poems. Certainly 
Lucy is Wordsworth's conception of the ideal English maiden; 
but she is more, she is the exemplar ot all maidens 1n all t~es. 
This is the interpretation that emerges if the poems are studied 
in the light of Wordsworthts philosophy of Nature and man. 
Professor Garrod followed this method 1n his short article on 
Lucy contained in his Wordswol'lth, Lectures .!!!!! Essays; and this 1s 
the type of study which this thesis has developed. It can now 
serve to unite the various approaches to the poems into a whole, 
although, as is obvlous, some of the various interpretations 
within the four approaches have to be rejected. 
The core of the problem i6 to find an answer to the last 
two questions proposed in Chapter Two, namely: What was Words-
worth trying to express through Luoy? and, What is the relation-
ship of these poems to Wordsworthts other poetry? The poems, 
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it was concluded in the last chapter, are a concretization of 
the philosophy of Nature and man expressed 1n .!h! Prelude. Lucy 
is Nature's masterpiece and through these poems Wordsworth 
describes Nature's work in producing this masterpiece and lus 
own reactions to the .finished product. The other three approaches 
to the poems will fit within the .framework of this meaning and 
help to fill out the concrete deta11s. Mr. Harris' approach to 
the poems through a study of the valley of CfeWYd gives a vivid 
picture of the scene and surroundings which may well have in-
spired these poems, and where Wordsworth probably met Lucy, if ahe 
was a definite girl. The study of Wordsworth's relationship 
ith his sister brings to light a beautiful spiritual love, 
hlch is muoh more lasting and deeper than ~ strong passionate 
love. It 1s a love of gratitude and friendship rather than one 
of des1, ret Once this relationship has been understood, one is 
able to understand more tully Wordsworth's love for Lucy, whioh 
same type of love. The interpretation which would see in 
the 1deal r.;nglish maiden takes on a new and X'ioher meaning 
the poems have been studied in the light of !h! Prelude. 
oy is indeed the ideal child of Nature. Thus all four approach-
present valid questions and answers that w111 
reader a deeper understanding of Wordsworth and his 
CHAP1'~ VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this thesis has been to review the various 
interpretations of Wordsworth's "Lucy Poems," to work out a new 
Ilnterpretation of the poems in close conjunction with The 
-
Prelude, and finally, to evaluate the various interpretations 
~n the light of the one proposed in the thesis and correlate 
~hem into a unit. 
In the second chapter it was shown that there are .four 
~nterpretatlons given to the poems: the literal interpretation, 
the Dorothy interpretation, the ideal-malden interpretation, 
and the Nature-Spirit interpretation. A review of these inter-
~retativns showed that there are four approaches to the poems. 
Ooe can attampt to identify Lucy. One can attempt to discover 
~hat Lucy signified to wordsworth. One can study what Words-
worth was trying to express to bis readers through her. One 
can study these poems in conjunction with Wordsworth's other 
lPoetry and then interpret the "Luoy Poems" in the light of the 
philosophy expressed in the other poetry. The last approach 
1s the one proposed 1n th1s thesis. 
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~ Prelude, it was seen, expresses a pantheistic Nature 
philosophy. For Wordsworth Nature is more than just inert 
matter; everything lives. The whole universe is peI~eated and 
vivified by one spirit which can be called Nature, Naturels 
function in the universe is to form, mould, and vivify. Her 
functions in regard to man are the same. She moulds his body, 
develops his mind and his emotions, and serves as his moral and 
intellectual teacher. The man who will live the fullest, most 
satisfying life, is the man who will let himself go, oe docile 
to the guidance of Nature, and willing to learn from contempla-
tion of the objects of Nature. Such docility and natural perfec-
tion, Wordsworth felt, could be found only among the simple tolk 
who live in rustic ar'eas to which the sophistications and con-
ventions of society have not penetrated. Consequently, it was 
these men and women whom Wordsworth chose to study and to portray 
in his poetry. Contemplation of them gave him his deepest 
insights into Nature and the meaning of life; and they served as 
the best media through which Wordsworth could communicate his 
hilosophy and his experiences to others. 
The "Lucy Poems n are a concretization of the philosophy 
f Nature and man expressed in The Prelude, and Lucy is the 
- . 
errect example ot Naturets child. She lived close to Nature; and 
ature was her teacher, guide, and constant companion. Through 
ucy, Wordsworth gained a deeper insight into the meaning of the 
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life of the universe, and through her he expressed to his readers 
the o.ffices of Nature towaI'd man. The one spirit which animates 
the world is extended to the mind and body of Lucy. She seems 
to emanate from this vague world of Nature, to be sustained 1n 
life by Nature, and in death she becomes once again an indis-
tinguishable part of Nature. 
Association with Lucy brought out the best 1n Wordsworth 
and his love for hEn' was of a very different type from his 
love for Annette. It was a deep spiritual love. Lucy's death, 
whether it be taken as an actual fact or as a figurative death, 
'N8.e a bi tter disappointment to Wordsworth. At thiJ time he 
wrote his poems his sweetest memories were of Lucy turning her 
heel beside an English fire, of Nature's masterpiece and his 
love for her. 
Whother Lucy was a definite girl or whether the figure in 
the poems wa.s inspired by several such girls, 1s a question that 
cannot be defInitely answered. The sam.e must be said about the 
question of Lucy'S death. It is impossible to decide with 
certltude whether it is a real ?r a figurative death. lIowever, 
the evidence presented in this thesis, notably the matter-of-fact 
treatment of her death, Wordsworth's love for her, and his grief 
over her death, swing the balance in favor of an affirmative 
nswer to both Q.uestions. The poems were probably inspired by 
ne definite girl, and her death was erobably an actual fact. 
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Since neither Wordsworth nor his associates have left a definite 
clue to Lucy's identity, e positive identification of her is 
impossible; but an attempt to ident:Lfy her will give the reader 
good ba.ckground material for understanding the poems. 
Lucy certainly was not inspired by Dorothy alone. S~e may 
have been partiaJ inspiration for these poems, and the love 
expressed in the poems is similar to the love Wordsworth had 
for his sister. Bowever, Dorothy did not die, and the d0ath of 
Lucy is too real to be a merely figurative death. Furthermol"e 
the attempt to explain hoI' death away as a psychological neces-
sity is at best improbable and a degradation of' Wordsworth's 
character. 
Lucy was certainly :/'iordsworth t s expresslon of the ideal 
English maiden. In the light of the interpretation presented 
in this thesis she is more; she is the ideal child of all times. 
If an~'" young girl is doc5_lc and responsive to the gu1dance of' 
Na ture, she wi 11 become another Lucy; she will becor:le another 
of Naturels masterpieces. 
The research and conclusions of this thesis offer a two-
fold help to the reader of Wordsworth's poetry. Obviously, the 
thesis will assist the reader to understand more fully the five 
short ttLucy Poems. tt The collect~on of the various interpretations 
shows the reader what critics and scholars have thought about 
these poems over the years, and points out the relation of the 
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interpretations to each other. The consideration of Wordsworth's 
philosophy as presented in the 1805 version of ~ Prelude, 
will enable the reader to see what Wordsworth was trying to 
express to his readers through Lucy. 
Secondly, it 1s hoped that this thesis will give the reader 
a deeper insight into Wordsworth himself and the whole of his 
poetry. It has been said that the poetry of the Romantics is 
spilt religion. If th1s 1s understood in the right way, it 
is at least part1ally correct. Wordsworth was a man who possess-
ed a deep poetic insight into Nature, and a rare creative ability 
to express his experiences in verse. He was seeking to understand 
the meaning of life, and of the world around him. He lived in 
an age, however, when it had become passe to believe in a revealed 
religion; and even those who still professed a religion cer-
tainly did not have a vital faith which put meaning into their 
lives. It was a mere formalIty. As a result, he could not obtain 
the ultimate answers he sought. If th1s is kept 1n m1nd h1s 
rapturous descriptions of Nature, of scenes he saw, and of the 
simple folk he knew, take on a new meaning. He had a much deep-
er insight into the beauty of these creatures than most men do, 
but he lacked the Faith which would put meaning into his world 
and lead him from an understanding of Nature to an understanding 
of the Creator of nature. His poetry, consequently, is spilt 
religion in the sense that the force of his emotional insight 
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into nature is spent on creatures; it spills over them instead 
of .x~nding to their Creator. The result is an apparent 
aentimantality which makes Wordsworth's poetry repulsive to some 
people. 
The "Lucy Poems" are another example of' Wordsworth's deep 
insight, this time into a young girl instead of trees or rocks. 
However, they also exemplify Wordsworth's frustration. Before 
Lucy's death he was anxlous, after her death he was filled with 
a deep grief. He was unable to GI"asp the meaning of her death, 
and consequently his grief beoomes all the more poignant and 
pathetic. 
It is hoped that the work of this thesis in pointing out 
the type of love Wordsworth had for Lucy, and the close re-
lationship between these poems and the philosophy expressed in 
~ Prelude, will enable the reader to appreciate Wordsworthts 
poetry more fully. The man who has a deep and living faith but 
lacks the poetic Insight of Wordsworth, can pass through Words-
worth's appreciation of nature to its Creator. Wordsworth 
has seen and appreciated the beauties of nature far more than 
the average person can. If the average man would deepen his 
faith and his understanding of his Creator, he can use Wordsworth 
as a stepping stone. Furthermore, he will learn by contrast 
to appreciate more fully the gift of his Faith. In studying 
Wordsworth's poetry he will come in contact with a man who saw 
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far more 1n the world around him, but who was confused and 
frustrated because he could not fully understand the beauty 
he saw .. 
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APPBRDIX 
TEXT OF THE LUCY POEMS 
I 
Three years she grew 1n sun and shower, 
Then Nature said, "A lovelier flower 
On earth was never sown; 
This Child I to myself will take; 
She shall be mine, and I wll1 make 
A lady of my own. 
"Myself will' to my darling be 
Both law and impulse: and with me 
The Girl, in rock and plain, 
In earth and heaven, 1n glade and bower, 
Shall foel an overseeing power 
To kindle or restrain. 
"She shall be sportlve aa tho fawn 
That wlld with glee aoross the lawn 
Or up tho mountain springs; 
And horts shall be the breathing balm 
And herts tho silence and the calm 
or mute insensate things. 
"Tho floatint: clouds tileir state ahall lend 
To her; for her tho willow bend; 
Nor shall she ta11 to s •• 
Even in the motions or the storm 
Grace that sball mould the ~laiden' s form 
By s1lent sympathy. 
"The stars of midnight shall be dear 
To her; and she shall lean her ear 
In many a secret place 
Where rivulets dance their wayward round. 
And beauty born of murrnu.rlng sound 
Shall pass into her face. 
as 
"And vItal feelings of delight 
Shall rear her ro~ to stately height. 
Her virgin bosom a.ell; 
Such thoughts to Lucy I wl11 81ve 
While she and I t.ogether 11ve 
Bere 1n thls happy dell." 
Thus Naturo spake--the work was done--
How soon my LUcy's race was runt 
She d1ed, and left to me 
This heath, this calm, and quiet acene; 
And nevor more wl11 be. 
II 
strange fita of pasalon have I known: 
And I will dare to tell, 
But in the Loverts ear alone, 
What once to me befell. 
When she I loved looked every day 
Fresh as a rose ln June, 
I to ber cottage bent my way, 
Beneath an evening-moon. 
Upon the moon I fixed my eye, 
Allover the .,1de lea; 
With quickening pace my horae drew nigh 
Thos. paths so dear to me. 
And now we reached the orohard-plot: 
And as .e ollmed the hill, 
The sinking moon to LuoY'. oot 
Came near, and nearer atill. 
In one of those sweet dreams I slept, 
Kind Nature's gentlest boonl 
And all the wh1le my eyes I kept 
On tho desconding moon. 
M, horse moved on; hoof after hoof 
He raised, and never stopped: 
When down behind the cottage root, 
At once, the bright moon dropped. 
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What tond and wayward thoughts 
Into a tover's head \ 
"0 mercy," to myself I cr1ed, 
ft If Lucy should be dead 1 It 
III 
A Slumber d1d my spirit seal; 
I had no human tears: 
will s11de 
She seemed a thing that could not reel 
The touch ot earthly years. 
No motion has she now, no foree; 
She neither hears nor sees; 
Rolled round in earth's diurnal course, 
With rocks t and stones, and trees. 
IV 
She dwelt among the untrodden ways 
aeslde the springs of Dove, 
A Maid whom there .ere none to praise 
And very few to love: 
A violet by a mossy atone 
Halt hidden tram the .ye1 
--Fair as a star, when only one 
Is shining in tho sky. 
She lived unknown, and te. could know 
When Lucy ceased to be; 
But she is in her crave, and oh, 
The difterence to me. 
v 
I travelled among unknown men, 
In lands beyond the Bea; 
llor, England t dId r know till then 
What love I bore to thee. 
81 
tTls past, that melancholy dreamt 
Nor w111 I quit thy shore 
A second t1me; tor still I seem 
To love thee more and more. 
Among thy mountains did I teel 
The joy of my desire; 
And she I chtu"l shed turned her wheel 
aeside an English fire. 
Thy mornings showed, thy n1ghts concealed, 
The bowers where TJucy played; 
And th1ne too 1s the last green field 
That Lucyts eyea surveyed.1 
lWorka, II, 29-30, 214-216. 
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